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pany’s head office in Augusta includ
ing R. B. Thayer head of the Augusta
(list.let: George Smith, and Ralph
Chase, Percy Coombs, superintendent
of this district, was present to show
visitors about, and Theodore Perkins,
manager of the store, also greeted
guests, Miss Mabel Corey will be
in charge of the bookkeeping, and
Mias Hazel Wall cf Rockland is there
to instruct in the company’s system
;of accounting.
On the street floor of the new ibuilding are the store and the general
offices, while in the basement is the
linemen’s equipment. Visitors were
loud in their praise of the building
and its appointments.
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Many Merry Christmases, many •••
••• Happy New Years, unbroken friend—• ships, great accumulation of cheer- —•
— ful recollection, affection on earth
and heaven at last for all of us,
— 4'halies Pickens.

••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• “
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STOP AT THOMASTON

lnrlusion of Thomaston in the
scheduled stops of Maine Centra!
Railroad train number 57. the Port
land to Rockland express, was or
dered by the Public Utilities Com
mission yesterday. The order was
the result of a hearing at Thomaston
Nov. 25, on complaint of George A.
Bilker and other citizens of Thomas
ton that residents and business men
of the place were inconvenienced by
failure of the train to stop there. En
sign Otis of Rockland was oounsel
for the petitioners.
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if seems now that the only way to
got rich quick is slowly.—American
Lumberman.

The Philco console at I). L. Mc
Carty’s Northend drug; store, will go
to the person holding ticket No. 4800
if that number is presented before
New Years. The second number is
7035 and the third 1798.—adv.
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Power Comnanv at Boothbav Harbor
♦, ,i 'lvm-...
it .... i
\a
dedicated I i i<Ja.\ when it w.isj
thrown open to the public for inspec- 1
ti n.
Several went from the com-
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WELL-KNOWN PILOT DIES

----Captain Joseph Fawcett, who hart
taken hundreds of ships in and out
of Boston Harbor for nearly forty
years, died last Thursday night at
his home. 31 Wollaston, avenue, in
the 'Wollaston section of Quincy. He
was in his 68th year. A native of
England. Captain Fawcett came to
this country with his father when
a hoy of live. He made his home in
East Boston for many years, but
moved to Wollaston a few years ago.
Captain Fawcett was attached' to the
pilot boats Liberty and Pilot, and
was a working pilot for 38 years. He
was a 32d degree Mason, a member
of Mt. Tabor Lodge of East Boston.
He is survived by bis wife and son,
Cosfland Fawcett.
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A remarkable demonstration of the
non-explosive qualities of the Cole
man gasoline lamp Is being made at
the Crie Hardware Co., where one of
the lamps is turned over and over
continuously. This rough treatment
dislurbs neither the lamp nor its
mantles.

At the Sic
North Nation!

1929

A Check Account
And Your Budget
It is easy to check your budget when

a receipt for every bill, a visual record

of all expenditures, and a monthly state

inlkldio

ment.

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

ranged and more than a dozen voices
trained to complete the production.
"While Shepherds Watched” is a
Two Cantatas and a Christ miracle play written by Miss Mary T.
Canney, a teacher in the schools of
mas Play To Be Held Next Fall River, Mass. It portrays the
events that led the shepherds from
Sunday Night
their shelter on the mountain side
to seek the stable in Bethlehem
The story of the birth of Christ where they had been told by an angel
will be depicted in words and music of the good tidings that a .Saviour,
by the members of the Sunday School who is Christ the Lord, is bom in the
City of David and could be found
of St. Bernard’s church in the parish "wrapped in swaddling clothes and
hall next Sunday evening. Two can lying in a manger.” The part of the
tatas will be offered, requiring four crippled shepherd boy is taken by
scenes, with special lighting effects, j Francis Young and the other shepherds are Thomas Sheehy, Gordon
Under the supervision of Edward
Thompson. . Edward Hayes, Sanford
Chisholm the illuminating effeets will I o,.|an„, Charles Dorgan, Willis An
tic varied to aid in bringing out the 1 ,j,.rson an<t James Hayes. In the tabfull significance of the lines of the , ]e.,u of the manger scene Rose Flanaplays. Special music has been ar gali will he the Blessed Mother and
Thomas Sheehy will act as St. Joseph.
• • # ♦
In the Cliristmas play “No Room at
' the Inn," Beatrice Haskell takes the
j pari of the little girl who on Christ1 mas night wanted to be kind to the
I "poor couple who had to stay in a
stable that night.” Joanna Patterson,
j Albert McCarty and John Flanagan
the cast.
NEW YEAR’S EVE |complete
[ In both plays the angels sing sevi eral Christmas hymns. The chorus
Temple Hall, Rockland
i Comprises Catherine Chisholm. Stella
Young. Ethel Hayes, Ione Louraine.
Favors
Refreshments Ute
lice Perry, liarliara Murray. Car-

AT ST. BERNARD'S

HARMONY CLUB
BALL

you have a checking account. You have

hove it Yourself

Kirk’s Music
TICKETS 75c; 1.50 COUPLE
152-157

free Home Demonstration

House-Sherman, Inc.
MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.
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A Strong Foundation

For Your Christmas Tree

•I To both the kiddies and grown-ups, perhaps

the bills. Christmas is an expensive occasion.

CAMDEN

OPERA

HOUSE

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 25
Dancing 8.30 to 1.00 o’clock

Music By KIRKPATRICK

On winter’s storm-swept Isle ;
Bill kinship love and friendships true
.Make life e'en here a smile.

If we hut an aeroplane,
With sped as swift as thought,
We’d land right now in your front yard.
And none should say us naught.
But since no wings of light are ours,
Witli which to fly away,
We send to yoirour hearts’ best wish,
For ch-jjr on Christinas Pay.

PAY FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS EASILY

$
I

tl'Many customers of the Security Trust Co. have

positing it in a savings account, they completely re
move the financial shadow from the Christmas sea

son.

<J What could be a stronger foundation for a Christ

mas tree than a well-filled savings pass book?

Security Trust Co«
Rockland

Union

Camden
Rockport

JOINSAVINGS
0UR1930
CHRISTMAS

found that by saving a small sum each week, and de
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CLUB

NOW OPEN

Vinalhaven
Warren

$
?g

DEAL

' ’ ..............»— • R. W. Davis & Sons and
Winning
Rockport
Man
Buys
Brick
Block, Corner of Main and Park
Hawes
Bros.
Streets, and Adjoining Building
Honors At Storrs

Christmas is the happiest time of all the year.

<| But the Yuletide has fts unpleasant aftermath—

IMPORTANT BUSINESS

Even though weather conditions for
the past week have been very unfa
The most important real estate
Mr. Grotton has made a success of
vorable for egg production yet the
the business from the start, and by
deal
which
has
been
consummated
hens in the laying contest at Storrs.
Conn., increased their production over in Rockland this winter, was an taking over the block in which he
last week by 4.7 per cent. They laid
has been a humble lessee becomes an
4.243 eggs or a production of CO.5. nounced yesterday with the transfer important factor in Main street busi
This makes a grand total of 24,480 of the large brick block at the corner
ness affairs. He is a son of Mr. ar.d
eggs. A few pens have been affected
by the cold snap but production still of Main and Park streets, together Mrs. Charles R. Grotton of Rock
seems to be on the increase. The with the adjoining building on Main port.
only weeks so far that have surpassed street.
The brick block, which for many
the present production was the second
Tlte property was owned by Ed years was known as the O. B. Fales
and third week.
R. W. Davis & Sons’ Barred Rocks ward B. MacAllister and through the property, is at present occupied on
from Rockland produced 86 eggs for medium of the SxveJt-Gregory Real the ground floor by Vogue, a ladies’
the week, thus capturing first honors Estate Agency has been sold to specialty shop, and the sandwich,
in that breed. A pen of White Leg Charles Grotton, an enterprising
shop, and overhead as a rooming es
horns. .owned by Toivonen Leghorn
Farm of Girard. Penn, was second young Rockport man, whose debut in tablishment.
with a lay of 63 eggs. Thnrd honors local business ■circles was seen in his
The adjoining building, on Main
for the week went to a pen of Barred recent purchase from Carl Simmons, street—a wooden structure—is occu
Rocks owned by R. C. Cobb of Little-’
ton Mass. This pen produced 62-eggs. of the sandwich establishment known pied by Leon J. White, jeweler. who, it
is understood, will remain a tenant.
As is to be expected during the next as "Sim’s (Shop.”
few weeks changes appear among the
leading pens.
Last week Hawes
Bros, from Union jumped into fourth |
INVENTS NON-SKID BRAKE
place in the Barrel Rocks. In the ,
White Rock class Harold F. Barber I
!R?>Cueelnello, Maijorje grnlth. Rose frotfl Dhv» r Mas- fakes thin! jifist |
' Vultiggio. Josephine Soboleski, lloro- tiqn thus making both of his pens on Harry Levy of Rocklpnd Applies For Patent, and Will
1 thy Weleli. Rose Flanagan. Louise the honor list. A pen of White Leg
Soon Begin Manufacturing In Camden
Moulaison. Teresa Mazzeo and Helen horns owned by Toivonen Leghorn
Farm of Girard. Pa., has captured first
1 Pletrosky.
place in the Leghorn group. The pen
owned by J5eorge Lowry Poultry
On a recent Sunday, when auto‘an expert auto mechanic, assisting,
Farm of West Willington Conn, drops
Mr. Levy,' the inventor, is a son pf
traffic
\ s especially treacherous.
into second place.
A. Levy of this city, and is proprietor
Harry
Levy
and
family
undertook
to
br ir
of Milady’s Shop.
make the trip to flangor. They had
NORTH HAVEN GREETINGS
[For Tiie Courier-Gazette]
br te
barely passed the limits of Rockland
Marooned are we far out at sea.
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EGG-LAYING "CHAMPS"

Christmas Ball
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THREE CENTS a copy

T he beautiful Colonial office and
store building of the Central Maine

i

lg lg tg

Central Maine Power Company Has
a Handsome Home at Boothbay 1
Harbor.

NEWSPAPER H1STORN
The Rockland Gazette waa eatahllehad In
1846. Iu 18.4 the Courier was established anti
conaolldated with the tiaaette in IM»2 The
Free Press was established In I85r» and In
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune These

ir up
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A FINE NEW OFFICE
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ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

when the car skidded in terrifying
fashion and yielding to the. entreaties
of his frightened wife Mr. Levy
turned hack to Rockland and put his
car in the garage. And candor compells the statement that he did not
need much urging.
Back under his own roof-tree Mr.
Levy did some tall thinking, and his
daydreams gradually took the form
of an invention, which, if successful,
would he a blessing to the motor pub
lic.
The invention wh ch has now as
sumed a definite phase, and will he
placed on the market the present sea
son, is a non-skid brake, which op
erates from an emergency brake lever
attached to the rear housing of the
car.
The model was perfected by the
Lamb Machine Go. of Camden and
has been given' a successful trial on
Mr. Levy’s Studehaker car. Rockport
hill, which makes a sharp turn near
the Town hall was selected for the
test and the car behaved splendidly.
The operation is very simple; grasp
the emergency lever and the non-skid
brake cuts into the ice. Under all
conditions the invention has given
thorough satisfaction.
Mr. Levy has applied for a patent,
and within a fortnight will begin tak
ing orders. The new invention, a
bronze contrivance, weighing about
25 pounds, is comparatively inexpen
sive. It will be manufactured by the
Lamb Machine Co., Alden Ulmer, Jr.,
MRS. ROSE BROWN

Mrs. Rose A. Brown, 71, whose an
cestry is traced hack more than 200
years ago to old New England stock,
died at the family home on Newau•kum hill in Chehalis, Washington,
Nov. 30. She was the wife of William
C. Brown, who survives her. Mr. and
Mrs. Brown had been married more
than 52 years and had been residents
of that section the past 22 years.
Other surviving relatives are four
sons, Capt. F. L. Brown and I. W.
Brown, who are in the government
engineering service at Coos hay.
Oregon; W. H. Brown of Portland
and K. H. Brown of Chehalis; two
grandchildren. Irvin and Clara June
Brown of Chehalis; also a sister, Mrs.
Elliott Stone of Maine.
Funeral
services were held at the John W.
Boone mortuary, Rev. Mr. Fleetwood
of Tacoma officiating.
The Browns were former residents
of Rockland, their children all having
been horn and educated here. They
went west 22 years ago. Mrs. Stone,
sister of the deceased is 76 and the
sole survivor of her family.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

If I had to live my life again I would have
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
to some music at least once n week. The loss
of these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.
THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS

’Twas the night before Christmas .when all
through the house
Not a creature was stirring, not even a
mouse;
The stockings were hung by the chimney with
care,
In hopes that St. Nicholas soon would be there.
The children were nestled all snug in their
beds.
While visions of sugar plums danced through
their heads ;
And Mamma In her kerchief and I In my cap
Had just settled our brains for u long win
ter’s nap,
When out on the lawn arose such a clatter
I sprang from m.v bed to see what was the
matter.
Away to the window I flew like, a flash.
Tore open the shutters, and drew up the sash.
The moon on the breast of the new fallen snow
Gave a luster of midday to objects below ;
When what to my wondering eyes should
appear
Bin a miniature sleight and eight tiny rein
deer,
Wit,i a little old driver, so lively and quick,
I knew in a moment it must he 44t. Nick 1
More rapid than eagles his coursers they
cafne,
And lie whistled and shouted and called them
by name;
"Now, Dasher I now, Dancer! now, Prancerl
now Vixen !
On. Comet, on Cupid! on Donner and Blitzen!
To the top of tiie porch, to tiie top of tiie wall,
Now. dash away, dash away, dash away, all 1”
As dry leaves that before the wild hurricane
fly.
When they meet with an obstacle, mount to
the sky.
So up to tiie housetop the coursers they flew,
Wit,i the sleigh full of toys and St. Nicholas,
too.
And then in a twinkling I heard on the roof
The rancing and pawing of each little hoof;
As 1 drew In my head, and was turning
around,
Down the chimney St. Nicholas came with a
bound.
lie was dressed all In fur from his head to
his foot.
And his clothes were all tarnished with ashes
and soot ;
A bundle of toys he had flung on his back.
As he looked like a peddler just opening his
pack.

Ills eyes h#w they twinkled! his dimples how
merry,
His cheeks were like roses, his nose like a
cherry ;
His droll little mouth was drawn up like a
how,
And the beard on his chin was as white as tho
snow.
The stump of a pipe he held tight In his teeth.
And the smoke it encircled his head like a
wreath.
He had a broad face, and a little round belly.
That shook when he laughed like a bowl full
of jelly.

He was chubby and plump—a right jolly old
elf—
And I laughed when I saw him in spite of
myself.
A wink of Ids eve and a twist of hls head
Soon gave me to know I had nothing to dread.
He spake not a word, but went straight to his
work.
And filled all the stockings; then turned with
a jerk,
And laying his Anger aside of his nose.
And giving a nod. up the chimney he rose.
He sprang to hls sleigh, to his team gave a
whistle,
And away they all flew like the down of a
thistle :
And I heard him exclaim ere he drove out of
sight,
‘ Happy ChHstmas to all, and to all a good*
night
- Clement C. Moore.
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SIX IN SIGHT

ON MY SET

WITH THE BOWLERS

Likely To Seek Republican

Ex-Mayor John F. Fitzgerald
of Boston figured in the Christ
mas stocking program on WNAC
early Sunday evening, and what
do you suppose he did? Sang
"Sweet Adeline,” cf course. My
thoughts flew back to that Dem
ocratic rally in the Arcade some
years ago when “Fitzy” did the
same thing. This song and this
politician are inseparable.

Three Leagues Making Good

Rockland. Me., Iter. 24, 1929
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddle, win
Nomination For Governor
on oath declared that he is Pressman In the
offlee of The Courier-Gazette, and that of tin
In 1932
Issue of this paepr of Dec. 21. 1929. there «as
printed a total of 6235 copies.
Before me.
FRANK It. MILLER.
Notary Public.A special despatch from Augusta

sees a sixth possibility in the guber
And suddenly there was with the natorial race in 1932 in the person of
angel a multitude of the heavenly Blinn Page, the well known Skow
host, praising God and saying. Glory hegan attorney, who by the way, is
to God in the highest, and on earth associated with Joseph Dondis and
peace, good will toward men — Ensign Otis of this city in the own
Luke II.
ership of the new Strand Theatre of
Skowhegan. The despatch reads:
Senator Blinn Page of Skowhegan
THE CHRISTMAS MESSAGE
will he a big figure in the 1932 pri- :
, mar.v for the Republican nomination
This is the time of the year when for Governor, it is stated upon excel- 1
out, of every home there go to tlie lent authority recently.
Senator Pago has been spoken of I
distant members of it. no less than
. frequently as a prospective candidate
to friends near and remote, the liappy
for th • nomination, hut has never de
and affectionate messages associated clared himself. It is now said that
with the Christmas-time. To a large lie is to go in: that he has made up
and widely scattered company of its his mind to this effect and that at the
proper time, will make formal an- ,
friendly readers The Courier-Gazette,
nouncement t f his candidacy. Meanin recogniiion of this annual custom ‘ time, it is told, his friends are quietof felicitation, sends greetings, wish ‘ ly working and effecting an erganiza- 1
ing them all the joy inseparable from 1 lion throughout the State, which they
this the world's greatest anniversary. ’ believe will land the nomination in
I his lap.
And in the spirit of this recurrent
This makes six names which are
season, when the kindly thought by talk* d as sure to be in the battle
natural inclination turns itself to the Of June, 1932. Senator Burleigh Mar- ’
tin ( f Augusta. President Blaine Morconsideration of those less fortunately
‘ rison of the Senate, of Phillips:
environed, upon whom the universal ■ Speaker Robert Halo of the House, of
happiness of the day falls not unal Portland. Representative Herbert W.
loyed, shall we not also send the Kitchen ( f P.o sque Isle and Mayor
Wilson of Bangor. None of these
message of hope and good cheer.
men have made formal announcement ,
To those who for periods long or of their candidacy, though friends of '
short lie in the hospital of our city, theirs declare they have let it be un
and in the neighboring hospital at derstood they would get in.
President Morrison was strongly
Camden; as well as all those dwellers
urg ul by members of the Senate dur
in the homes of the unfortunate upon ing the last session of Legislature to
whom is laid the cold hand of penury, announce his candidacy, hut declined
to do so. He was not then certain
sickness and distress;
that he cared to enter the contest in
To the inmates of the Home For
1932.
Aged Women, who by reason of
At the same time—during the last
infirmity and declining years find to session—many members of the House
them the avenues of privilege and and Senate were sounded out as to
how they would feel toward Senator
enjoyment greatly narrowed;
Page and there is no question but
To those, the unsuccessful who are that a considerable encouragement
cared for in the city's almshouse, and was secured.
Since the session this fishing has
those in all the almshouses of this
' continued jvith such good results, it
vicinity;
is asserted that it is now practically
To the officers and unselfish work settled, that the Senator will make
ers in that great agency of relief, the the run.
It is said by those who are boost
Salvation Army, and the many
ing the Senator’s candidacy that he
objects of their helpfulness, and also
will not be objectionable to the great
that other group of the needy admin mass of those wh > opposed the ex
istered to through the kindlv offices of port of water power, for the reason
that he did not vote for the bill in
the City Matron;
1927 and was not an advocate of It
To those immured within the
in 1930. lie is a banker in S’kowhcfrowning walls of the State institu
tion at Thomaston, unfortunate vic
tims of heredity, environment and
disease.
To all these-—it is a list that could
be lengthened—the thing that Christ
mas celebrates is by right an inherit
ance, as truly as it is to that great
multitude of men and women who
under the shared blessings of freedom,
affluence and health enter into a man
ifold enjoyment of The Day.
Inasmuch as ye have done it unto
one of the least of these My brethren.

Progress — Knox

195. Straight. 239; Teel. 242; Packard.
275: total. 1189.

♦••♦

The Wholesalers maintained their

Motor fast clip Friday night, at Carr's, when

Boys In Limelight

they beat up the Burpee Furniture
outfit by 143 pins. Beaton had high
string and Rogers high total. The
summary:
Wholesalers—Renner. 278; Brown,
j 261:
Rogers. 302: Glidden, 262;
French. 291; total. 1.397.
Burpee’ Furniture—Hanrahan. 251:
Thornton. 226: Clarke. 228: Beaton.
282; Campbell. 267: total, 1.254.

MEDOMAK CAMPERS

Held Reunion In Boston Sat

urday—Forty Dads Were
Present

A day of fun anil entertainment and
renewing old acquaintanceships was
enjoyed by boys who attended Medonvak Camp in Washington, in sum
mers past. at a general party ar
ranged for the boys, thei~ friends and
‘ The very best one so far,”
writes H. K. Washburn, Portland
Civil war broke out on the Kickapoo the campers’ fathers at t|ie Univer
druggist. He had reference to
Saturday night and it was settled sity Club Ir Boston Saturday. Ncar
"What’s On the Air,” a magazine
with a bowling match at Carr’s in te 175 were present, including about
fcr radio listeners; a copy of
which the.deck force beat the en 4(1 fathers.
From ’i, o'clock in the forenoon
which he has kindly sent to me.
gineers by just two pins. Royall had
♦ ♦ ♦
highest string and total. The sum- | until after 3 in the afternoon there
The annual Christmas morning
mary:
'
J was something doing all the time, and
candle-light service of the First
Kickapoo Deck Force—Minbojv. tlie parents enjoyed the program ap
Lutheran Church of Albany, will
245: Dickenson. 233: Royall. 2»IL parently as much as the youngsters
be broadcast by WGY, Wednes
Emery, 233; Drink water, 252; total. did. The program ranged from swim
ming events down to moving pic
day. at 7.30 o’clock. This serv
1.242.
ice not only permits many to par
Kickaopoo Engineers—Barnes, 258 tures of c.’inp life.
Beginning at 10. Capt. Jack Wallace
ticipate in a religious service
Meads. 230: Holbrook. 230; Bray. 250:
of the American lied Cross, assisted
early in the morning of Christ
Sukcforth. 272: total. 1,240.
1 y a dt z1 n swimming experts, among
mas, but it enables recipients of
• • • •
them record holders, gave a demon
new radio sets to try out their
Street Railway defeated Burpee
presents.
*
Furniture 1.304 to 1.246
Carr’s last ! stration ol' life-saving and presented
some of 'he newer water sports in the
night.
• • • ♦
big tank of the club The swimming
An Edgar Guest poem, espe
• • • •
group inc’uded "Bill” Casey, New
City League
cially appropriate at this sea
Tlie Knox County Motor Sales Co.
son, was read during the Fox
Won Lost P.C. P.F. have long been possessed of the no England diving champion; Alexander
Fur Trapper program
Sun
Wholesalers ........ 18
6 .730 8381 tion that they could beat each other Houston, l-'rank Holland, ’Jerry”
day evening—“I'm Going Home
Dark Horses........ 21
7 .730 9339 at bowling. The upshot of it was a Murnane, Robert Cplles. Clifford BeeFor Christmas.” 1 hope many
Forty Club No. 2 18 10 .043 9207 I match at the Camden Y. MCA. Fri ton. G.orge Guyette and Jack Doran.
of the radio audience heard it.
Cement No. I ..... 13 15 .404 9449 da' night, and a good sized victory At 11 o’clock tlier-1 was a general
Burpee Furniture
12 16 .429 8994 ! for tlie Rockland invaders, with Mc- free-for-a’l swim and water games ,
The editor ^>f this department
Central Maine ..... 1 1
17 .393 9272 Piiee showing the way. Spalding was for the Toys.
was pleased yesterday by the
Federate ...............
7 17 .292 7909 high line for the Camden quintet,
ME ME
receipt
cf
this
message:
Street Railway ....
8 20 .286 S669 i Tlie summary:
* • » *
"Searsport. Me. Many happy re
Knox County Motor Sales Co.—DeLuncheon followed this event, and
County League
turns of the season, via radio.
llocher, 215; Copeland, 252; McPhee. after the n.eal Christmas carols were I
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Angell.” The
Won Lost P.C. P.F 276; Kessel. 216; Anderson, 227; total. conductel by Louis Schalk, song di- j
message came by the way of
Kickapoo ............. 20
8 .714 9293 1 1.180,
rector of the Boston Rotary Club.
Castine, and was picked up by i Cement No. 2 ..... 17
Camdenoftuto Sales Co.—tY. Mon- George Slayman as dsted at the piano.
7 .708 8103
Ray Easton (station WIBAE)
Sheepskinners ....
15 9 .625 8065 i'| e. 208; H. Monroe, 231; Marshall.
William E. Chamberlain, assistant
who relayed it to R. Waldo
A.&P. Co................ 14 14 .500 9038 1261 Mann. 225: Spalding. 23S: total, vice president of the State Street
Tyler (station) WILL, South
Perry’s Market ....
10 14 .417 7828 I 1.163.
Trust Company, a camper at MeThomaston.
The short wave
Water Company ..
9 15 .375 7651
f.omak (’amp about 20 years ago, en
M?
MF
boys sure do pull some interest
Thomaston K. P.
9 13 .375 7878
tertained with s'.eight-of-hand tricks.
ing things out of the sky.
Forty Club No. 3
6 18 .250 7585
A man entered a drug store very
Holland Tapley of the Boston Sym
’ quinine pills.
• • * •
phony Orchestra, director of instru
M£ M?
"Do
you
want
them
put
in
a
box.
mental music at the camp for the past ,
The only other game scheduled for
gan. but oppo.-~ed the power bill be
cause he did not regard it as being the City League this week is Friday sir?” asked the assistant, as be was i 10 years, played several violin selee- I
counting
them
out.
tions.
night when the Federal- meet the
for the best Interests of the State.
"O. no, certainly not!" replied the
Moving pictures made at the camp |
Wholesalers. In the County League
Another story told here is:
“Senator Page will have a strong this schedule is offered: Thursday. K customer. “1 was thinking of rolling were explained bv Frank E. Poland. I
the director, and a comedy brought [
support in Kennebec county. It is of P. vs. Sheepskinners: and Perry’s | them home.”
the party to a close. Mr. Poland an
felt here that there would be a Market vs. Cement No. 2: Friday,
ME ME
nounced that the 25th annual reunion
little chance for Senator Martin to Forty Club No. 3 vs. I. L. Snow Co.
» ♦ ♦ ♦
of the campers, to which the mothers
win the nomination: his candidacy I
will be invited, will be held Saturday?
Kickapoo pinned defeat on the A.
being regarded as a sort of warming
t"PVBftEI? IS THE HM®Feb. 15.
up beat. Tlie reason for this is that & P. team Friday night by 106 pins;
r
ENE.D
SAP
OT
CERTAIN
Other camp officials present includtlie present Governor is a Kennebec Sukcforth carried the flag on total?,
f TREES- IT IS COLLECTED
♦ d Ormond E. Loomis, camp execu
man and it is not regarded as likely rtfut Packard had high string. The
< - ftBy MAKING incisions
tive: Arthur M. Nickerson, assistant
iiat ills successor would be selected summary:
Kickapoo—R. •vail. 236:
Barnes.
camp director; J. Harding Armfrom here. This being true, it is
I..... !*=. IN THE 7RJJNK, ano
: strong, head councilor of the junior
natural for Kennebec to feel decidedly 265: Dickenson, 240: Sukcforth, 279;
~ ALLOWING THE TAP
tamp, an I Leslie 11. Sutherland, head
friendly to a candidate from Si merset I Drink water. 257: total. 1.297.
TO W IWT0 BUCKETS
1 A.&P. Co.—Fuller, 238; Tondrbau,
councilor of the senior camp.
county."

The standing <»f Roekland’s three
bowling leagues, here given, takes
into account those games which had
been played prior to last night. In
l lie Citv League at Carr’s the
Wholesalers and Dark Horses are
having a very pretty race, with
neither apparently able to gain the
! advantage. In the County League at
Carr’s, the Kickapo ». has plain sail
ing. but with Cement No. 2 near
enough to make things interesting.
The Star Alleys and Odd^Fellowl? are
tied for first place in the Star Alley
League. Park street, but all six teams
are welTburiched. Here are the per
centages: .
Star
League
^vYori
Lost
PC.
’ Star Alleys ........ 4
2
Odd Fellows ..... 4
2
.666
Publix Theatre ..3
3
.300
Merchants ......... 3
3
.300
Forty Club ....... 2
4
.333
Veteran Firemen 2
4
.333

Every-Other-Day
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Christmas Cheer

E. C. MORAN & CO.

WI Like Its Speed 55
You’ll often hear that said about the
Flying Yankee . . . Maine's fastest
train to Boston and hack. And you’ll
like its speed, too, for the non-slop
run of 111 miles between Portland
and Boston is a feature as enjoyable
as it is unique . . . Through Parlor
Cars on the Flying Yankee extend the
range of its comfortable service to
points east of Portland.

. . . and another rrrriet
you'll like »« the Maine
(’entral daylight train be
tween Portland and Mon
treal in 10 hours, 15 min
utes. Learee Portland
week days at 9.'.5 A.M.;
arrives Montreal 8.00
P.M.
Broiler
Buffet
Parlor Car. Via famous
Crauford Notch Route.

V-------------------

Every
week day

TO BOSTON
Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Ar.
Lv.
Ar.

Rockland .
Newcastle
Bath . . . .
Portland . .
Portland. .
Boston . . .

P.M.
. 2.15
. 3.18
. 3.56
. 5.00
. 5.15
. 7.30
P.M.

PROM BOSTON
Lv.
Ar.
Lv.
Ar.
Ar.
Ar.

Boston . .
Portland .
Portland .
Bath ....
Newcastle
Rockland .

.
.
.
.
.
.

A.M.
9.30
11.45
11.55
12.59
1.38
2.35
P.M.

W

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

The Flyiaig Yankee
MAINE C E N THAI.

•

BOSTON AND M A I N E

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

BEFORE INVENTORY SALE

M?

Every Year We Offer Our Entire Stock At Practically Cost For The Last Five Days Of The Year,
To Clear Our Floors For Inventory On January 1st. Greatest Bargains Ever Offered.

CHRISTMAS BELLS

I heard tire hells oil Christmas Bay
Tflelr old familiar carols play,
And wild anil sweet
The words repeat
Of peace on carih, good will to men !
And thought how. as the day had come
The belfries of all Christendom
Had rolled along
The unbroken song
Of peace cn earth, good will to men I

Till ringing, singing, ou Ils way
The world revolved from night today .
A voice, a chime.
• A chant sublime
Ot peace ou earth, good will to men!

t1

«

*

•

•

*

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Monday

Tuesday

»

Then pealed the hells men’ loud and deep;
"God is not dead, nor doth He sleep :
Tin Wrong shall fall
The Eight prevail,
With peace on earth, good will to men I"
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.

w
At the joint meeting in Boston last
week of a number of New England
labor unions, tlie agreement was
unanimous that the representatives of
?Iaine and Massachusetts in Congress
should be informed of the unemploy
ment situation now facing New Eng
land quarry workers and urged to
bring to bear all proper measures for
tlie use of granite in the construction
of the postoffices at (Boston and Port
land. There is no question but that
these representatives will do all in
their power to lend this aid Io an
industry one time numbered among
the most prosperous in New England.
Their constituents may well tender
to them their support and should
make it a point to write them to that
effect. Wc dwellers on the coast of
Maine can point to some of tlie most
(beautiful public buildings in the
country, constructed from granite
quarried here. The nobility of these
structures and their everlasting quali
ties tell the story of the desirability
of Maine granite for such building
purposes. Who does not recall him
self or by tradition those golden days
of activity when these quarries of
Knox County resounded with the ac
tivity of thousands of workers’' That
is a state of thing possible to see
renewed, once granite is returned to
its rightful place as the material par
excellence for use in public and other
buildings where strength and dura
bility arc requisite.

We arc glad that the postoffice is
to close its doors at the end of this
night’s labors and that tlie entire
staff is to have on Christmas Day a
complete rest." It is a governmental
regulation, of countrywide observ
ance. After such a week of strenuous
work as clerks and carriers of the
local office have been faithfully deal
ing with, the full day respite is de
served.

«w

Eenator Brookhart says tobacco
stupefies the imagination. Well for
heaven’s sake, Eenator! Haven't you
read any of the elgaret ndvertiseuieuts'.’—Nashville Banner,

:

• in

:
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Smart Nine-Piece Dining Suite!
Excellent gift saving for your home! Of walnut
veneers, other preferred woods, handsomely elaborated
with overlays and recessed panels! 60-in. buffet, ex
tension table, 5 diners and host chair with fancy jac
quard seats and china cabinet.
SMALL DEPOSIT DELIVERS IT!

$115

Three-Piece Living Room Suite!
Timely gift opportunity! Fine spring construction!
Serpentine, drop-carved frame! Web bottoms! Re
versible cushions;
Beautifully patterned jacquard
velour!
Davenport, button-back and club chair,
ridiculously low priced! See this suite!
SMALL DEPOSIT DELIVERS IT!

$115

,z|

Complete Bed Outfit!

Mammoth Saving !
Smart Bridge

$19.00
Holiday price reduction—an amazing saving!
Everything shown included at only $19.00! This
stylish bed is a famous Simmons, finished in rich
brown color! Also a fine resilient spring! The
mattress, included also, is deeply tufted, dur
able, and covered in attractive ticking! Aston
ishing saving!
CONVENIENT TERMS!

Lamps !
Very Artistic Base and
Shade!

$1.49
Spectacular value at this
reduced price!
Graceful
open-work arm and base
design! Antique gold and
Hammered-effect surfaces!
10'4-in. shade of heavy
leather effect with all
edges fashionably laced!

I Card Tables
\j I

'I

98c

z

l^/ith Fine Moire Top!

A Five-Piece Breakfast Set!
75

Complete set with double drop-leaf table and 4 attrac
tive chairs with comfortable shaped seats! Exquis
itely finished in shaded ivory and blue or ivory and
green color! Save!
SMALL DEPOSIT DELIVERS IT!

Buy Now
AND HAVE IT DELIVERED WHEN YOU WISH.

A CHANCE TO SAVE!

Fine Three-Piece Bedroom Suite!
Distinctive style at a rare saving as a holiday spe
cial!
Of superb, matched-grain walnut veneers,
other woods! Full size bed, chest and choice of dres
ser or fashionable Hallywood vanity! Large mirrors!
Only ..................................... A.......................................................
SMALL DEPOSIT DELIVERS IT!

$79

BURPEE’S
j 361 Main Street

Rockland. Maine

I Think of it—fine wood,
Ifoding tables in maI logany color with nickpled, braces and corners
land attractive moire
I tops! Save!

V

Period Style
Desk
Any goods bought in this sale

will be stored and insured free

$48.95
A Governor Winthrop de
sign, of mahogany and
other woods! Drop front!
Extra saving!
Convenient Terms!
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Every-Other-Day
A CHRISTMAS PRESENT

That yields much satisfaction
is a year's subscription to The
Courier-Gazette. The visit of
this paper three times every
week Is a steady reminder of the
giver—156 times a year. A hand
some Christmas card carrying
the donor’s name goes forward
With the gift. Cali at the offlee
or telephone 770, and the order
will be filled.

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Pec. 25—Christmas,
Pec. 26—Thomaston. Hlsh School seniors
hall in Watts hall.
Bee. 30—Prof. C. A. Rollins' lecture before
llw* Shakespeare Society at the Copper Kettle.
Dec. 31—Harmony Club Ball at Temple
hall.
■Ian. 4—Knox Pomona Granse meets with
South Hope Granse.

lard Explains

Christmas Dance
Wednesday, December 25

Gov. Gardiner doesn't let n small
thing like weather interfere when he
wishes to go duck hunting. Yester
day found him perched on several of
tlie ledges in the vicinity of Green
Island in company with L. E. McRae.
Gtenn A. Lawrence. A. C. McLoon and
John McLoon. It blew great guns j
most of the time, but His Excellency
who enjoys nature in all of its moods
had whnt the late Theodore Roosevelt
would call a "bully’’ time. The party
brought home a few birds.

TEMPLE HALL

KIRKPATRICK’S MUSIC
ADMISSION 53 CENTS

-for

Capt. F. L. Green Is home from
City Island. N. Y„ where he has been

Former Alderman Thomas J. Foley
superintending important alterations
is a candidate for tax collector.
and repairs on the Diesel yacht Royono. The craft is owned by J. B. Ford

Sanford W. Delano, chief clerk at of Detroit, and was commanded by
the Maine Central Freight offlee is Capt. Green last summer, cruising the
enjoying a week's vacation.
Great Lakes.
Slje is now under
charter for a two months’ winter
Evening classes at Rockland Com cruise in the West Indies and Ba
The hamas. Capt. Green will be in commercial College will open Jan.
ntnnd. and two members of his crew
day school will reopen Dec. 30.
will be from this section—Chief En
Fifteen linemen attached to the gineer Merle Hutchinson of Rockland
Rockland telephone district, were and Chief Steward Chelsea Delano of
sent to Portland Saturday to assist Thomaston. The Royoso leaves NewYork Dec. 28 and will proceed In leis
in bringing order out of chaos.
urely fashion for tropical waters.
“Never saw such a Christmas.” Capt. Green knows where ther is
This is the verdict of the Rockland some fine gunning down in the Caroletter carriers, and who else knows linas, and is taking along the proper
as well as they do what is going on equipment to get a pood bag of game.

> Wletide ^rcettnfls5
MSBest Wishes for a Happy Holiday
Season

at Christmas time.
Other Talk of the Town on Page 8

and

a

Pledge

of

Service

Through the Year To Come.

Our

A pleasant holiday awaits the hold
er ot D. L. iMeCarty's drugstore ex
The Christmas program at the
Wish—-Health, Happiness and Pros
change trade ticket number 4800 Forty Club yesterday turned out to
which is good until New Years. Next be a happy affair. The Thorndike
perity.
in line come 7035 and 1798.
Grill was beautifully dressed for the
occasion with wreaths, holly, bou
It was an ideal Christmas Sunday quets and poinsettias, also a sprig
for the church-goers, and the elabo of holly at each plate and light pro
rate programs published in Satur vided by numerous red candies. One
day's issue of this paper, were duly, of the new Victor radio phonographs
enjoyed by hundreds of citizens and provided a charming program with
visitors.
its background in the English carols
leading up to the address on “Christ
Rev. George H. Welch who occupied mas in England.” by Rev. Jesse Kenthe Universalist pulpit most credit derdine, himself a native of Britain.
ably the past two Sundays, left Sun Charles Dickens contributed to the
day for his home in Scranton, Pa. talk as he is bound to at Yuletide and
Mr. Welch made a very favorable im Mr Kenderdine’s interpretation of
pression during his visit.
Scrooge was warmly received. Greet
FIND WORK FIRST
POWER EXPORT DEAD
ings to the club were received from
It used to be an interesting sight Mayor-Carver. Mayor-elect ltichardwhen ice boats and skate sails were soh'. the Rotary Club, the Lions Club,
Augusta Editor Has His Say At Least So Far As Central
flying over the surface of Chick- and, the Gardiner Forty Club.
awaukie Lake. But alas! their noses
Concerning Wage-Paying
Maine Goes —The Vote
are now out of joint. Capt. Wlnci.“You’ve saved my life and I'd give
Settled
It
paw and his airplane, landing and you $5 but, unfortunately, I have only
At the Prison
departing there, now have the cen a 410 bill."*
Export of water power is a settled
ter of the stage.
"Never mind—jump in the river
“Find the work, and do It.” This is
and,
so far as the power companies
again."
the caption of an editorial recently

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

published by the Kennebec Journal

Everett L. Spear & Co. has first
quality 1U inch spruce laths at $6.50 in regard to the prison situation. Here
Another motor boat regatta at per thousand for all orders taken be are the views of the Augusta editor;
• • • *
Camden next season is said to be as fore December 31st. A good chance
The National Society of Penal In
good as a certainty. The Courier- to fctock up.—adv.
153-154
Gazette has heard much to this effect
since the tremendous success of last
August, and it was emphatically con
firmed yesterday by John Bird, who
had so much to do with making Re
gatta No. 1 a hummer .

Manager Dondis of Strand Theatre
is planning a big New Year’s Eve
celebration party at the midnight
show. The feature of this attrac
tion is a prologue with live talent; an
all-talking comedy, song reel, feature
picture “The Painted Angel” with
Biilie Dove, all-talking singing, danc
ing. Favors. Show starts at 11.45
Reserved seats on sale now.

IWoodbury Snow, king of Metinic.
has applied for a patent on a lobster
trap which has been equipped with a
series of mirrors to appeal to the
crustaceans' vanity. The only trouble
seems to be that it would appeal only
to female lobsters as they would nat
urally represent the vainer sex. The
invention was recently explained to
an interested group of the Bean Bar
rel Club's members.

It's worth a motor journey to Cam
den these nights to see the electrical
display.
Aecross the broad main
street of that town have been sus
pended ropes of colored lights, the
effect of which is dazzling when one
stands on the elevation at the en
trance of the town and gets the full
efTect. And that municipal Christ
mas tree in front of Hotel Rockport
also deserves a good hand.

The Salvation Army workers have
been making their investigation in
connection with their Christmas ef
fort during the'past week, and find
much need prevalent in many homes
in the city, in some cases lack of
employment, in others large families
depending on small wages, and still
others battling with sickness, these
are the conditions which exist as this
festive season approaches.
The
Christmas kettle effort did not have
tire usual response last week,, owing
to the stormy period, which results
in the fund for Christmas dinners up
to date being somewhat below other
years, in spite of this fact tickets
are being distributed to the deserv
ing, in all good faith that the money
to meet the need will be forthcoming
before the close of the effort. The
Salvation Army again appeals to the
passers-by to be generous in their
contributions during the concluding
day of the effort.
Give magazines for Christmas—any
magazine, anywhere published. Gift
cards furnished on request. Tele
phone or write Fred E. Harden, the
magazine man. Tel. 35-W Rockland.
152-154
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ROCKLAND
NATIONAL BANK
Notice is hereby given that the annual
meeting of the Stockholders of the Rockland
National Bank will be held at its banking
rooms on Tuesday. January 14, 1930, at 10
o'clock a. m. to fix the number of and elect
a Board of Directors for the ensuing year,
and to transact such other business as may
properly come beforfc the mcenng.

w

Per order,
JOSEPH EMERY. Cashier
Rockland. Me . Dec. 3. 1929.
134-2
MEETING- OF THE NORTH NA
TIONAL BANK
Notice Is hereby given that the annual meet
ing of the stockholders of the North National
Bank will be held at Its banking rooms on
Tuesday. Jartuaky 14. 1939. at 10 o’clock a. m..
to fix the number of and elect a Board of
Directors for the nailing year and to transact
such other business as may properly come
ANNUAL

hefor# the meeting.

I- F. BERRY, Cashier

Rockland. Me , Dec. 1», 1929,

HS-T 3

formation has issued a handbook in
which Maine is criticised for not pay
ing its prisoners a wage, and suggests
that we study the making of wood
products, and so forth. One gets the
impression that the society's secre
tary has heard somewhere that wood
Is grown in the Pine Tree State, hence
wood products.
If the suggestion
BORN
may be found practical a way may be
OVERLOCK-At Warren. Dec. 20. to Mr. and had for the convicts to earn a wage
Mrs. Charles R. Overlock, a son, Frank over and above that which they arc
Ellsworth.
costing or have cost the State by
reason of being criminals.
MARRIED
As a matter of fact the finding of
CLARK MARSH—At Brunswick. Dec. 20. by
Rev. D. F. Pelley, George W. (Clark of Lis suitable employment for our crim
bon Falls and Aliss Marion B. Marsh of inals in prison is an immediate and
Rockland.
pressing need in most parts of the
country, it would seem that any
DIED
Federal bureau, or philanthropic so
ANNIE—At North Searsmont, Dec. 10, George ciety sincerely wishing to Improve the
Annls.
prison situation can do no better than
BROWN—At Chehalis, Washington, Nov. 30,
to demonstrate what in the way of
Rose A., wife of William C. Brown, for
work may be practical, for work is an
merly of Ro.ckland, aged 71 years.
PFADLKTON—At Camden. Dec. 23. Myron 8. essential to the right treatment of
Pendleton, aged 71 years, 7 months, 17 days. convicts, work and discipline and the
Funeral Tuesday at 2 p. m. from the resi self-respect that may be had from
dence of Mrs. Emily B. Jagels, Elm street.
these.

The Philco console at D. L. Mc
Carty’s Northend drug store, will go
to the person holding ticket No. 4800
if that number is presented before
New Years. The second number Is
7035 and the third 1798.—adv.

« IT

REEVES—At Camden, Dec. 20, Fred Reeves,
aged 69 years.
HOLBROOK—At Vineyard Haven. Mass., Dec.
J2, Edmund C. Holbrook, aged 76 years. 2
months, 13 days. Burial In Thomaston.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of John C. Gilchrist who
passed away Dec. 22. 1926.
Mrs. Gilchrist and family
Vinalhaven
•

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our neighbors and friends
for their many acts of kindness and floral
tributes during our recent bereavement.
•
Mabel Weaver and family

IN MEMORIAM
In sad and loving memory of our dear
mother. Mrs. Flora A. Simmons, who passed
away Dec. 23, 1924.
Sharp and sudden was the call
For one so dearly loved by all.
Five years’ have passed and none can tell
The loss of one we loved so well.
The call was short, the shock severe.
To part with one we loved so dear.
But God alone knew what was best
And took her home with him to rest.
*
Her Husband, Son and Daughter

MAINE STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
NOTICE TO BRIDGE CONTRACTORS
Notice ts hereby given that scaled pro
posals will be received at the offlee of the
Maine State Highway Commission, Augusta.
Maine, until ten o’clock A. M., Standard Time,
Wednesday. January 8. 1930, for the con
struction of the following bridge structures,
viz:
Mill l’ond Bridge over Mill Stream In the
town of Salem, Franklin County, Maine.
Steel Superstructure—Estimate 103,000 lbs.
ntetal.
South Warren Bridge over St. George River
between the towns of Warren and Thomaston,
Knox County. Maine, Steel Superstructure—
Estimate 290.000 lbs. metal.
A fixed charge of fifteen dollars ($13.00)
will be made for the plans and specifics tions
for each bridge, fourteen dollars ($14.00)
of which Is returnable if plans atjd specifi
cations are returned in good condition to the
Commission not later than thirty days after
the date set for the opening of btds.
\
Each proposal must be made upon the blank
form provided by the Commission and.must
be accompanied by a certified check or pro
posal bond In favor of the treasurer of the
State of Maine, in the amount of ten per cent
(19%) of the proposal as a guarantee that
the bidder will contract for the work if it Is
awarded to him.
Each proposal shall be in a separate enve
lope. sealed and plainly marked “Proposal
for the construction of —----------- 'Bridge over
Stnte of
in the town of

Maine."
The successful bidder will be required to
furnish a surety eompauy bond in the amount
of fifty per cent (5«%) of the contract price.
Proposal forms, plans and speclltratlons may
be secured upon application to the Com
mission.
*
The right Is reserved to reject any or all
proposals.

I RANK A. l’KABODY. Chairman
ClADB H. SMITH,

KD5\ARD K. FARNSWORTH
Stale Highway Commission

l.t'Cil'S P. BARROWS. Chief Engineer.

Augusta, Maine. December ?o. 1920.
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As for paying prisoners a wage that
plan has seemed to us a good business
arrangement if they earn it. though
we wouldn't pay them for overtime in
a treadmill. The first problem seems
to be securing profitable employ
ment for the prisoners. Tlie purpose
of the prison is to keep the convict
from being a menace to society. We
can't do tiffs witli penalties on groups
of convicts, not on individuals. The
fellow that has a mania for stealing
shoes, though other than for this
mania-lie be a gentle soul, gets the
regulation sentence for larceny,
serves it, goes out with tlie best of
intentions, sees shoes, yields to. his
mania and steals them and the State
pays several thousand dollars to put
him back in prison. Our present
methods for dealing with such an in
dividual. Including the arrests, trials
and all that, are more extravagant
than keeping him In a suite de luxe.
A convict that desires to go straight
needs a little money when he gets out.
He may have had a home .dependents.
His interest therein might be kept
alive if he could contribute by way of
work in prison. Probably he would lie
a better workman if paid something,
although as a rule those who look for
gratitude and sense of responsibility
in criminals usually look in vain.
There are exceptions of course. So
ciety's interest is in having him
legally self supporting in or out of
prison, in keeping him out if he lie fit,
otherwise in keeping him in. It is
doing neither in a business-like
fashion. It will make a good start by
subjecting the convict to hard work
in decent surroundings.
Somebody has to do the work of the
world. The convict starts with the
idea that lie’s smart enough to get a
living by his wits. He should arrive
at a different conclusion while in
prison. Before talking about wages
do something about providing the
work on which tlie prisoner may earn
them.

Best Wishes

To Be a Member of the Na
tional Guard—Lieut. Wil

THE LEGION’S

Telegraphic cotnmiflhlcation out of ,
this city was restored Saturday, the
wires having been out ot commission 1
two days on account of the ice storm
to the westward. Little or no damage
was done In Knox County, but there
was enough of it everywhere else to
more than offset.

UP UP

Page Three
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WHAT IT MEANS

The annual Christmas dance under
the auspices of Winslow-Holbrook
Post, A. L., will be held Wednesday
night in Temple hall with Kirkpat
rick's music.

Other Talk of the Town on Page 8
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Evening Class Opens Jan. 2—Enroll Now
Day School Reopens Dec. 30
LENA K. SARGENT, Principal

Telephones 994-M or 990-M
154-1

Main & Limerock Sts.,

Rockland

Mail Orders Filled

Atwater
KeAT4

Screen-Giuo Radio
$132.00

All you have to

COMPLETE

do is listen
tt then yon select year Atwater
VV

Kent Screen-Grid Radio Aera,
you’re sure that you’ll get out of it all
the pleasure that Atwater Kent has
built into it.
The tone—Electro-Dynamic, of
course—is amazing in its freedom from
operating noises. You can focus the
enormous power like a searchlight on

The Table Model
Complete $118.00

tion

Most attractive of any Maine Fed
eration of Women's Club yearbooks
is that which comes from the press
this week. This is the yearbook
which is of utmost service in Federa
tion work all over the State, with its
reports from the last Federation ses
sions at Portland, with the lists of
new Federation officers, so far as
completed- and with new officers of
federated clubs. Here also is the
personnel of the club unions and of
the newly created 13 districts, which
are part of Mrs. Hutchins' new ad
ministration work.
Under the caption of "General In
formation,” the executive board lias
called attention to important matters
relating to all federated clubs. Duties
of the new district directors arc spe
cified; duties ot chairmen of de
partments and divisions; plans for the
midwinter meeting; notice regarding
r.ew resolutions at midwinter; infor
mation about Federation projects
also about club entertainment for of
ficial guests.

Corner Drug Store,.
Inc.

«tr

There is physical drill of great
altie to the Inside worker, classes in
first aid. hygiene, guard duty and
many other interesting subjects
Every member has an army rifle,
which he learns to shoot and care for.
The Armories all have indoor ranges
ind the rifle may be fired any time
of the year. The ammunition, targets
and rifles are furnished free. There
is the outdoor range with targets at
200 and 300 yards. Many shooting
parties are to be found on these
are concerned, forgotten matter. It ranges during the good weather on
wiil not be reevived and those who Sundays and holidays, meeting in
friendly competition and instruction.
have been laying awake nights won
After a year of service the enlisted ;
dering what the next move of the nsan mav take the examination for
exporters would be. can now go to admission to the Air Corps Primary
sleep and rest all \ilght. Walter 8. Flying School. This school at Kelly
Field, Texas, trains its flying cadets
Wyman, president of tile Central to become expert pilots and all-round
Maine Power Co. speaking before the air men for the commissioned officers
East Kennebec Pomona Grange, said of the Air Corps U. S. Army.
that his companies would make no
The^exumination for admission to
further effort to secure the export West Point, the Military Academy of
permit. They were done. The re the United States is also open to
sult of the election on Sept. 9, was ac members of the National Guard.,
cepted by them as fin^l.
there being admitted about 90 Na
JIr. Wyman reiterated ills state tional Guardsmen to the corps of
ment of Sept. 10. that the companies Cadets.
would continue their policy of devel
Examination may be taken foe com
oping Maine. They would continue mission as a second lieutenant in his
to seek to induce new industries to own organization as the vacancies
come here, would endeavor to foster occur, and if successful the entire
the growth of those already here and field of National Guard promotion is
in every way strive to make Maine a open to him from second lieutenant to
bigger and more prosperous State.
major general as Chief of the .Militia
He called attention to what had al Bureau.
ready been done, the rehabilitation
Many batteries have a battery club
of the Bath Iron Works, the Limerick within the organization, members of
which,
for very low dues enjoy din
Mills, the Corsett Shoe Co., the Ed
wards cotton mill and what was being ners, shows, and other entertainment.
done for the cotton industry in Lewis There is the annual 15-days' encamp
ment, a feature of National Guard
ton.
‘The future of our business is training. Tlie 240th C. A. holds Its
bound up in Maine," said he. “I want eantp at Fort Williams, and a fine
tc assure you that the Insulls. con eamp it lias there. But more about
trary to some stories, are not seeking the camps will come later.
The federal government furnishes
to grab the industries of Maine, and
to dominate tlie State. There is not everything for the national guards
a single industry in the State which men to drill in and with—uniforms,
we have helped that we would not shoes, hats, raincoats, shirts, leg
gladly turn over to other owners if gings, in fact ail articles of outer
we could be assured that the process clothing, so that to -be a member re
quires no outlay for equipment, no
of rehabilitation would he continued
Calling attention to the new paper dues, or other charges ,and aside from
mill to be erected in Bucksport Mr. the money received for tlie short
Wyman said it was hoped to have it drills is a mighty pleasant club to be
in operation by^lan. 1, 1931. and that long to. It will pay any young man to look
it would cost about $6,000,000 and
that the companies total investment up the battery in his home town and
in connection with this development pay it a visit, Visitors are always
would be close to ten million in the welcome and will find much of inter
est. The drills are Held at Camden
State.
Monday night in the Town hall, at
5Fvf,
Rockland in tlio Armory over tlie
ARBOOK
THE NE
Corner Drug store, Tuesday night;
A Publication Which Is of Great and at Thomaston in Watt's hall
Assistance To the Maine Federa Wednesday night. All drills start at
7.30 p. m.

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE

Merry Christmas

I By Lieut. S. E. Willard)
Many times people have asked, 33jrn hr yr glah, gnu& prnplr
“Why do so many youn? men join
the National Guard?’’ Is it through
At tljta time of tljr yrar
patriotism, or desire for companion
ship; is it because of the pay. or can
they increase their knowledge and Anb light yr up your (Eanhlro
outlook on life by service in the
3For $iis otar it Bljiarth rlrar
Guard?
Just what is the attraction? It
can’t be that the wearing of the uni
“Are you good at multiplication?’’
form is the only reason men like to
“Well, I’ve never studied it much,
belong, and true enough such is not but I’ve got ten children.”
tlie case. Young men join the Na
tional Guard for a combination of all
the above reasons. It is made up of
men between the ages of 18 and 45.
To be qualified for enlistment, the
tnen must be residents of the state
and citizens of the United States.
They must be physically fit and be
able to read and write the English
language. They must also meet the
standard set up by the organization in
which they desire to ehlist.
(Wice enlisted the opportunities for
advancement are many.
A man
starts as a recruit, but as soon as he
is able tp pass certain basic- require
ments as to military drill, he joins
the unit as a fuU fledged private. As
a recruit and private he receives ?1
per drill. Tlie drills are held once a
week, and last from
to 2 hours
each.
When he lias shown proper profi
ciency as a private he is advanced to
the grade of private, first class, with
a drill pay of $1.15 per night. With
study and after examinations he may
pass through the grades of corporal
($1.40 per drill) sergeant, ($1.80 per
drill) and so to first sergeant, the
highest rank for enlisted men in the
firing battery. Here his pay is $2.80
per drill, or at the rate of $1.86 per
hour.
At these weekly drills the members
of the battery learn their various
military duties.
For instance, at
artillery drill the observers track an
electrically driven moving target;
the range section plots the course of
the target, determine where it will
be on its course, toy the time the gun
section can fire the gun, so that the
shot will hit the target. The spot
ting section determines how much the
shot missed the target. Corrections
are made and the game goes on all
over again.

CAPT. WILLIAM WHITNEY

Yes, we know the radio’s right. We’ve
proved it ourselves. We’re waiting to
prove it to you with a demonstration.
You just have to listen—and enjoy it

Death of a Veteran Retired Officer
Who Ably Saved the Eastern S. S.
Lines

Capt. William W. Whitney, re
tired veteran officer of Eastern
Steamship boats between Bangor and
Boston died at his home in Hampden
Highlands Thursday, aged 86 years,
lie had been ill since June, 1920 when
lie suffered it slight shock while on
tlie boat hound for Boston to go on
a run for tlie Boston end. He was taken
ill before tlie boat reached Itoekand and was brought home from
there and was shortly after placed on
the pension list by the Eastern after
a long run .and efficient career in the
pilot house of the eastern steamers
which covered a period of 36 years.
Capt. Whitney made his first run
on the Bangui? line in 1884 as how
watch and he rose from that position
to chief officer to which duties lie
displayed all the qualifications of a
seasoned, safe and trustworthy ship
master.
His boats included the
Katahdin, Forest City. Penobscot.
City of l'angor, City of Rockland, all
side wheelers ami tlie two turbines,
the Camden and Belfast.
Capt. Yi'hitney as a boy started go
ing to sea at the age of 13 and at the
age of 17 made a trip from Bangor
In an Ellsworth barkentine to Pales
tine. His last trip for the Eastern
was with Capt. A. E. Itawley, an
other of the veteran masters of the
company,

the station you Want. Dependability is
backed by the reputation that almost
2,500,000 Atwater Kent sets have made.

MOPEE P-4
SPEAKER
MODEL 55 RECEIVER

TO ALL ATWATER KENT RADIO DEALERS
We are satisfied that no better radio set than
our present Screen-Grid Models can be pro
duced either by ourselves or by our competitors.
We will continue to manufacture and sell the
present Atwater Kent line throughout the spring
season.
(Signed)
Atwater Kent Manufacturing Company

John A. Karl & Company
305 Main St.

Rockland, Maine

Tel. 745—W
ISO-154
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“He is free who lives as he chooses,”
once said Epictetus. But is it true?
If you live and eat as you choose and
not as you should, and get indiges
tion. are you free? If you drink as
much as you choose and more than
you should, is that freedom? You are
handcuffing your health, your happi
ness. your length of life, and your
whole future by doing as you choose
instead of conforming- to custom, to
laws of nature. Excess in anything
spells ruin. To be free you must ad
just yourself to the best thought, ad
just yourself to be in harmony with
nature’s laws, and with people and
tilings about you. Freedom is not in
doing anything you choose. It is do
ing what is right.
* • * *
The used car problem of today is a
big problem, and is the direct result
of over-building on the part of the
manufacturers. This has been done
on the theory that increased produc- i
tion meant decreased costs Up to a
certain point this is true. But a time
comes when manufacturers find the
market unable to absorb the num
ber of cars they intend to build To
speed up sales, used cars are taken in
exchange. And now, loaded up with
used cars that have to be sold to clear
the floors and balance accounts, they
have to force the sale of the used
car rather than the new car. There
are more used car bargains now than
ever before.

•♦..

Out at Egmont Key, near St.
Petersburg. Fla., where many New
Englanders winter, is being con
structed the finest coast guard target
range in the United States for small
arms practice. There will be many
divisions of destroyers around St.
Petersburg all this winter.
* * * *
The newest shade is “asparagus.”
It is a new’ shade of gold, and har
monizes with furs and black. You
have heard of eggshell, emeraude.
patine, tafigerine. onyx and other
trick colors. Now we have “aspara
gus” a sort of molten gold, and they
are making it into smart frocks of
silk crepe and chiffon for both day
and evening wear.

♦•♦•

The “off the face” aviator hat is
gqing out, and fast. Last week the
smart women on Fifth Avenue were
wearing one and two-inch brims with
their furred ensemble suits. Very
smart. And they look much better
than the straight, plain, off-the-face.
* * * *
In figuring costs, the auto manu
facturer figures that your automobile
ran 11,000 miles last year. How near
are you to that? You are probably
way over it. whether or not you be
long to the Lion Club.

*»**

Arthur Curtis James believes in
economy. We often read of his beau
tiful mansion at Newport, his won
derful yacht, and his lavish enter
tainments He is the largest holder of
railway stock in America. In San
Francisco, recently, with his lawyer,
the lawyer stepped to the curb and
hailed a taxi. iMr. James refused to
enter, and hailed a taxi of another
company carrying for a cheaper rate.
He was on his way to a meeting to
ask to be allowed to spend $13,000,000
for a new connecting railway line.

•♦»♦

Men of wealth are not foolish with
their money. That is why they are
wealthy. Henry Ford wears $6.25
shoes. He is probably the richest
man in the world. He buys his shoes
by mail from the Wakefield factory of
the L. B. Evans Sons Co., of which
Arthur L. Evans is the president. Mr.
Ford visited the factory a few days
ago and asked that the shoes be made
wider. He wears a light and flexible
black oxford. There’s a tip for some
of you chaps who think you have to
pay $12, $15 and $18 to get a good
pair of shoes.
You frequently hear men referred

to as “gluttons ror work” because
they spend long hours at the office
and work overtime at night. There
is nothing to admire in that. Mere
endurance, devoid of vision, is no vir
tue. A man who can clean up his
routine work in half the time and
possesses vision, expectancy and per
spective, will win out by a great mar
gin.
♦ • ♦ •

You will shortly have idiotic flyers
to cope with just as you now have
idiotic automobile drivers. No flier
in possession of his full senses would
do stunts over a stadium packed with
people to watch a football game. And
yet that is just what one did out in
the middle west the other day. Booze
and gasoline won’t mix, either on the
road in an auto, or in the air with a
plane. Air police will shortly be the
rule.
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Skirts have come down: frocks fit
the waist. Styles change with man
ners and customs. New wardrobes
make husband’s bank balance also
come down.
Last year’s sports
clothes don’t ‘belong. American wom
en are changing their clothes, th^ir
manner, and their minds. Gin parties
are decreasing.
Let’s hope it all
means a return to the soft voices and
gentle graces which recall grand
mother’s day. Amen.

AT BUSY BUCKSPORT
Penobscot River "El Dorado”
Pulsing
With Activity
These Days

A staff correspondent of the Ban
gor Commercial writes an interesting
story concerning Bucksport, Maine’s
newest booijt town, where there are
now 250 men at work on the prelim
inary construction of a mammoth
paper mill. The opening paragraph
of his story follow:
“At the right of the highway, as
one enters Bucksport, is a scene mild
ly reminiscent of California’s El Do
rado in the golden days of ’49. Only,
this time, it is an industrial El Dor' ado—the preliminary steps in conj struction of a great plant that will
j bring millions to Bucksport, to Ban’ gor. and to Eastern Maine.
’"Salmon Point is now alive with
activity. Huge shovels bite into the
i frozen ground. A ribbon of steel.
2,500 feet long, is being laid—the spur
track leading from the Maine Cen
tral’s main line. A derrick with a
105-foot mast and a 95-foot boom,
begins to loom against the sky. The
staccato symphony of electric drills,
mindled with the pounding of what
seem countless hammers, is incessant.
"Although it is only a few days
since the first 15 carloads of lumber
J arrived, a city of wood already is
! taking form—a city that will have its
I far-flung bunk-house, its commisj sary department, its many smaller
i buildings. All <>f this is preliminary
to the beginning of permanent con| struction: the erection of the great
mill to be operated by the Maine Sea
board Paper Company. But detailed
plans for this mill have not yet been
received toy the general contracting
firm, which is the Morton C. Tuttle
Construction Company of Boston. At
present this preliminary work, .which
includes the clearing and grading of
Salmon Point, is at its peak. It will
continue about 10 days. Then p-obably, there will be a lull before the
start of work upon the mill proper.”
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THE FLYING YANKEE

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, December 24. 1929 ME ME
THE GRADE SCHOOLS

Fastest Train In Country And How They Celebrated
Speeds
Through New
Christmas At the Tyler
England
Building
The "‘Flying Yankee,” crack Boston
and Maine non-stop train between
Boston and Portland, is the fastest
train in the United’ States which
makes a run of 100 miles or more, It is
disclosed as a result of a tabulation
of tlie country’s speediest passenger
trains.
The
tabulation,
compiled
by
“Transportation.” a trade magazine,
coupled with the passenger sched
ules of the Boston and Maine and the
New Haven show’s the “Flying Yan
kee” out in front with her run of
114.7 miies in 135 minutes, and the
"’Pine Tree Limited” of the Boston
and Maine and the “Merchants Lim
ited" and “Knickerbocker Limited”
of the New Haven holding high
places.
The Boston and Maine puts the
"Flying Yankee’ over her non-slop
runs in each direction on the western route between Boston and Port.
land dally, at an average speed of
51 miles per hour, faster .than the
"Congressional Limited" of thed’ennsylvania, mext fastest train on a run
of 100 miles or more. Boston and
Maine records show that the " Flying

The schools in the Tyler building
celebrated Christmas in a happy
manner. Friday. The decorations ln
each room, were appropriate and
j small trees trimmed with the usual
J trinkets made them quite Christmasy, the spruce, fir and pine lend
ing delightful fragrance.
Edwin
Mills kindly furnished branches of
pine for Mrs. Hall's room, for which
she and tile children were greatly ap
preciative. There was a large num
ber of visitors present at the fore
noon and afternoon sessions. The
programs In each room were well
carried out. the children taking their
parts admirably, considering the short
time in which they had for prepara
tion. and little time for practice., as
Thursday was given over to the testi jng of the ears, when absolute quletness had to be maintained. These
programs were carried out:
» » • •
Tyler School, Grade 5, Mrs. Nellie
Hall, teacher •
A Christmas Pageant*
Song by school. "Winds Through
the Olive Trees:" Spirit of Christmas.
Thelnta Russell: carols, "It Came
r
,h(l
ht clear, and ..Q
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Probate Court
The December term disposes of
Routine Matters—Inventories
Filed.

Wills probated Flora E. Whitmore,
late of North Haven, Ira C. Whit
more, Exr.; Franklin E. Watts, .late
of Thomnston, Emmeline Watts Al
lb
27
25
den. Exx.: Harriet E. Bowen, late of
Rockland. Almon P. Richardson, Exr.:
31
31
50
29
Henry B. Webber, late of Rockland.
Annie L. Webber. Exx.; Orrin B.
Sb
1
1
3T
5b
Ames, late of Vinalhaven,’ Charles
XI. F. Ames. Exr.: Emily C. Hitch
S7
cock. late of Rockland. Rockland Na
38
tional Bank, Exr.: Mary L. Danforth,
■]
1 40
late of Thomaston. Grace A. Flood.
43
41
41
Exx.: Charles A. Knickerbocker, late
of Rockland. Caroline I". Knicker
50
49
47 48
M5 4b
bocker, Exx.: Ernest L. Montgomery,,
w
late of Thomaston, Abbie -C. Mont
I 52
53 i 54
5'
gomery. Exx.
Wills filed for notice: Mary Ella
58
5b
57
z
55
Elliot, late of Thomaston, naming
Frank D. Elliot. Exr.: Lucia A. An
bS
bX
bl
derson, late of Rockland, naming
59
<o<>
Mary Anderson, Exx.
sw
Wl
w b4
bo
b5
Petition for probate of will and for
administration with the will annexed
granted: Estate Franklin Trussell.,
b7
late of Port Clyde. Edward C. Payson. Admr. c.t.a.
Petition for prohate of foreign will
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Yankee was not late on any tnp ln Litt|p Tl)wn (lf Bethlehem... shep.
filed for notice: Estate Clifford Pem
19-Soon
52-Temporary
shelters
IWrlters
"
,
herds. Thomas Sheehy and William
berton. Jr., late of Philadelphia.. I’a..
54-Prevarlcator
21-Girl’s name
The Pine Tree Limited," operat- cross: carols. ’O, Come All Ye Faith6-lntenae feeling
naming Girad Trust Company and
56-Heed
ing between Boston. Portsmouth. f„,,- an(, -silent Night:" Wise Men.
23Self
12- Perlod of time (pi.)
Anita LeRoy Pemberton, Exrs.
66-Clty
In
N.
Africa
N. IL. and Portland. Me., on the east- Winsl„w Hutchinson. Arthur Eaton
24- A disease
13- Prepoaltlon
Petitions for administration grant
ern route, ties for fourth place among and Willis Anderson; tableau. Mother
58- Make publlo
26-Exact
14- Muelcal note
ed: Estates John S. F. Boody, late of
the country's fastest trains with the and Child; carols. “Away in a
59- Publle notice
28-lnvolvlng a part
16-Glrl
’
t
name
Rockland.
Frank
H.
Ingraham.
“20th Century Limited” of the New yiange, • :nu|
(abbr.)
Hark the Herald
only
18- Overhanglng reek
Admr; Miles Sidlinger. late of Union,
York Central lines, having an average Angels Sing ’
60- Graceful bird
30-Abraelons
19Near
Frank H. Ingraham, Admr; Olive A.
speed of 48 miles per hour. The New
. .
. .
•1-Makes an edging
32-Mlstake
v .1. r’
v
Christmas in America
20-Age
! Kimmens, late of Appleton. Ralph C.
York Centrals
“Empire State Ex
63-Behold
34-Cat
’
e
call
22-A few
i Kimmens, Admr.
press” is third with an average of i Columbia, \ irginia
DAgostino;
94-Prlnclpal
36-Diglt
24-8. African antelope 65-Be abundant
49.7 for 435 miles.
Esquimau. Helen Mills and Alice
Petitions for administration filed
39Soothe
25- Cevlty
Both the “Flying Yankee” and the Jackson: Santa ’Claus, Neil Roberts:
and granted: Estates Harry J. Dailey,
•7-Raleed
40Wlld
animal
27- Royal
“Pine Tree Limited” make the trip American Waits, Mary Havener and
late of Camden, Cornelia H. Dailey.,
M-Degradee
41- Dlacolor
28- lndlgent
between Boston and Portland in both Genevieve Lindsey; An old Legend,
Admr.: Charles I.. Libby, late of War
VERTICAL
42Statlon
29- Cloth strainer
ren, Edwin S. Vose. Admr.
directions approximately ,an hour Geneva Hill: Story of St. Nicholas.
43A
continent
1Chooeee
31- Pllfer
faster than automobiles are driven Helen Winchenbach, Domenic CucPetitions for administration filed
44Feara
2Muslcal
note
32- The animate living
between the two cities under ordinary cinello, Alice Kent: song, ‘‘Down the
for notice: Estates Isirkin S. Went
46-Excel
Chimney.” the boys: reading, “Hang
In a stated period 3- Anger
traffic conditions.
worth.
late of Ho|ie, naming Ora XI.
48-Devil
4-Wlnged animals
Up the Baby’s Stocking.” Gladys
33- Small partlclee
Merrifield. Ailmx.; William XL Cun
5O-Part
of
a
dog
6Ether
compound
Gray: Story of the Yule Log.” Gene
35-Commenee
ningham, late of Rockland, naming
7- Pertzlnlng to walla i52-Long-legged Ul.
bird
vieve Gray: Story of Christmas in
37- Before
CHRISTMAS CHEER
John XL Cunningham. Admr.; Har
53-Hard thin rock
»-A gem
Denmark, Shirley Grant and Richard
38- Away
riet E. Payson, late of Warren, nam
56-Taunt
9-Drest up
Story of the Bird’s Christ
40-Concoete
ing Ethel A. Payson, Admx.; Oscar
And How It Is Radiated By Harden;
57- Artlcle
10- P reposition
mas. Frederick Bartlett; carols: “O
42-Glrl’s name
H. Marshall, late of St. George., nam
60-Pouch
11- Not artificial
Come. Let Us Adore Him," “Silent
45-Petltlone
Mission Boat Sunbeam
ing Barbara C. Marshall, .Admx.
62-Obaerve
IS-Open apace
Night,”’ and “Away In a Manger;’
47-Blnd
Petition for license to sell real es
64-Pronoun
17- Contenda
49-Flavor
The Seacoast Mission sends out al- "Legend of the Christmas Candle,”
tate granted: Estate Dorothy XI.
66-Parent
18- Cruetacean (pt.)
,
Florence Grover.
Tony Murgita.
II- Reeound
Feeney of Rockland, .Martha 1".
most more Christmas cheer than any
Linj5ey. Elean<>r Harper, and
CeyyrifM, Tin laltrattional Syndicate
Feeney. Guardian.
other organization in Maine. Last Ada Hamilton: reading. “Ring Out
Petitions for distribution granted:
year there were 1.847 Individuals in the Old, Ring In the New.’’ Margaret
Solution to Previous Puzzle.
w _____ _______
Estates Mabel V. Thomas, Walter H.
82 places in the great parish served Rogers: song, "What Tree Is There
Butler, Admr. d.b.n.:
Elmer E.
by the Seacoast Mission, who were go Fair to See.” school
REDUCING RATES
Thomas, Percy T. Clarke.. Admr.:
benefited. Members of the staff are
Marion Fernald is ill with tonsillitis,
•-Ti
-t* T n' A
Lawreyington Marshall, Percy • L.
already busy now, packing gifts and Basil Bowen who has been very
I Will Cost Less 1 O 1 alk At Hupper. Admr.
which will go to the lighthouses, coast ill with pneumonia is slowly im
r,
•
•
c M
I Petition for distribution filed for
guard stations, and various sea-iso proving. They were greatly missed
Deginning or Aew Year
notice: Estate Hezekiah Hemenway.
lated communities, carried by the by their classmates.
—
I Herbert L. Grinnell, Admr.
staunch little boat The Sunbeam, and
• • • «
Rate revisions estimated to save j Petitions for allow'ance granted:
distributed all along th© shore line of
Tyler Building, Grade 2, Miss Cora
telephone users more than 5300.000 Estates Richard L. Shuma*. Myrna
our Mg State.
Hall
These gifts come from all parts of
a year are announced by the New
Shuman. Admx.; James E. Thomas,
A Christmas program was present
Pqrcy T. Clarke, Admr.
the nation, from Colorado to Florida.
England
Telephone
and
Telegraph
They come from Individuals, from ed thus:
Petitions for allowance filed for noCompany, effective Jan. 1. This is tice:
"Hang Up the Baby’s Stocking
Estates Andrew
Killeran.
schools, from clubs, from churches
the
second
rate
reduction
announced
and from Sunday Schools. One col school; recitation, “Christmas Se
Blanche M. Killeran. Admx* John
h.v
this
company
this
year,
a
revision
lege. through all its sorority chapters crets," Francis Fuller; recitation, "A
H. Lewis. Lucie E. Lewis. Admx.
of toll rates resulting in savings of
was responsible last year for about Christmas Puzzle.” Franklin SpinDeclination of Executrix filed and
$250,0001
annually
having
been
put
600 individual gifts. Many knitted ney; recitation, "Bells of Christmas.’
granted: Estate Franklin /Trussell,
into
effect
last
February.
f
articles of warmth and beauty are ’ William
Cummings;
recitation,
Alice T. Trussell named as Executrix.
The present reduction applies to
donated by knitting circles, and half “Christmas Spirit,” Harry Graves;
Accounts allowed: Estates Law
gifts
by
each
little
child.
Of
course,
such
items
as
service
connection
a ton of candy each .year is taken to
A Christmas Legend.’ school; A
reyington Marshall, first and final,
the
large,
gaily
trimmed
tree
was
the
charges,
moving
charges,
rates
ap

fill the boxes prepared to be taker. Christmas Exercjse. Herbert Wood,
Percy L. Hupper, Admr.; Lenora L.
on the Sunbeam’s route.
I George Wood, Russell Richardson. center of attraction and formed an plying to subscribers remote from the Fish, first and final.. Arthur D.
attractive
background
for
the
chil

central
office,
and
certain
charges
Rev. O. J. Guptill, th© Seacoast Neil Russell, and William Handley;
Fish. Exr.: Leonard A. Hall, first and
connected with toll. Monthly base final. Frances E. Hall.. Exx.: Cora
Missionary says:
A Candle Exercise, Daphine Carter, dren’s program which follows:
A
Welcome.
Irene
Simmons:
Our
rates
for
local
exchange
service
re

“When we ar© weary of the hys- Hazel Carter. Dorothy Melvin, Vir*
G. Clarry, first and final, Fred L.
terical and desperate lengths to which ginia Nelson. Ethel Hutchinson, Tillie Greeting, Owen Hutchinson. Calvin main unchanged. Several changes Ludwig. Admr.: Elmer E. Thomas,
House.
Harold
Wall
and
Junior
Ger

designed to make telephone service first and final. Percy T. Clarke,
the exploitation of Christmas has Haskell. Nathalie Edwards and Edgone in some sections, it is delightful 1 win Jones; "A Christmas Playlet" rish; Christmas Greetings. Granville more attractive to people in rural Admr.: Mabel V. Thomas, final. Wal
Richards:
The
Toyman
’
s
Shop,
Rob

communities appear in the new ter H. Butler, Admr.: d.b.n.: Georgia
to realize that ther© are places where was given with the following chilin simplicity, and with the little dren taking part: Virginia Accardi, ert Thompson and chorus; Advice to schedule.
Condon, first and final Alan L. Bird,
Santa.
George
Staples;
Dolly
’
s
Christ

things the Christmas spirit expresses Mary Cross. Arlene B'.aod, Naomi
Admr.: Otis A. Libby, first and final,
mas,
Mary
Cayton;
Christmas.
Earl
itself to add greatly to the world’s Richards. Nathalie Edwards. Edwin
A more liberal practice will be Ada Spear, Admx.; William' A.
Haskell. Sara Crisastamo. Robert
good and bring real joy to people. > Jones and Russell Richardson.
Lindsey, Irene Simmons. Roy Peas adopted in apportioning the cost of Blake, first and final, Carrie Blake.
Anyone who is privileged to take a
There were 25 visitors.
new lines along the highways to Admx., c.t.a.: Octavia H. Bartlett,
voyage on the Sunbeam, and to meet
These children have not been tardy ley. Virginia Dodge, Richard St. reach remote subscribers. The pres first and final. Elbridge J. Parker.
those along the coast to whom our or absent for the fall term: William Clair, Barbara Maxey and William ent practice under which the com Exr.; Sarah G. Wooster, first and
great fellowship ministers, is struck Cummings, Harry Graves, Gwendolyn Burns; Santa’s Right of Way, Ruth pany bears the cost of highway con final. Caro-line D. Talbot, Admx.:
with the great joy which Christmas Hartley, Tillie Haskell. Dorothy Mel Graves: Somebody's Mistake. Robert struction within the base rate area Orren M. Wotton. first and final,
does bring folks. Th© lonely light vin, Herbert Wood and Albert Win Fuller; My Say. Phyllis Biooij; Santa will be continued. Beyond that point, 'Sylvia L. Wotton, Exx.
keeper knows tKere is someone who chenbach. Children having the high Claus, Percy Wall; Harriet's Christ for new circuits on existing pole-line, I Accounts filed and alloweg: Estates
ecognizes his service to his country; est rank for th© term are: Richard mas Troubles, Harriet Clark; Stock
and1 for the first quarter-mile of new I George (W. Ludwig,, first and final,
the coast-guard, on his beat, recalls Barnard, Mary Cross, Harry Graves ings, Robert Crouse; A Christmas
pole-line, the company now purposes Minnie A. Ludwig, Admx.: Williston
there is some one who appreciates William Hanley, Donald Peters, Neil Telephone. Margaret Kent; Santa is
Coming. Harold Lewis. Rosco Lind to assume all highway construction • Grinnell, 7th, Mary Grinnell Davenhim and does not forget; the little Russell and Naomi iRichards.
sey and Percy Colson; The Black Kit costs; and it will meet one-half the P°i*t. Trustee.
children know ther© is a Santa and
• • • •
Accounts filed for notice: Estates
who it is. They treasure the little Tyler School, Grade 1, Anna L. Web ten. Julia Mealey; My Kitty, Frank highway construction cost beyond,
Snow:
Ma
Mousie’s
Christmas. up to the limit of the exchange area. Addison Ames, first and final. Har
gifts and love them.
ster, Teacher
The extra charge of 96 cents a vey W. Ames. .Adrnr.; Lincoln H.
Ritchie Linnell; This Is the Dolly,
‘The best thing about it is the
Welcome, by all; welcome, Phyllis song, Norma Philbrick, Cynthia Mac- year for desk sets on rural lines is to Young. 4th and final, Harry W.
warm spirit of love and good will that
Young. Guardian; Hezekiah Hemen
are uncovered. Never could a tithe of Torrey; Playing Santa, Carl Kalloch: Alntan. Frances D'Agostino and Doro be abolished.
Many new subscribers to Maine way, first and final. Herbert L. Grin
the gifts be distributed were it not Envy, Edwin Hutchinson; Ready for thy Peterson; Christmas Spelling.
for the generosity of the thoughtful Santa, Marie Tripp; A Christmas Walter Flanders; Poor Santa Claus, telephone service, as well as many nell. Admr.: Evelyn 'M. Blood, first
folks who give through the Mission." Wish. Robert Brackett: A Neat Little Gertrude Simpson; Ready for Santa. old subscribers who have occasion to and final. Sara B. Pattershall. Exx.;
Mr. Guptill does not say much about Letter, Oscar Simpson; Now’s the Blanche Sylvester; A Flying Santa move from one location to another, George A. Ames, first and final. Helen
his own great work, but everyone ln time for clapping, school; Kitty’s Claus, John Knight; Five Little will benefit by reductions in the L. Ames. .Exx.; Richard B. Shuman,
this part of the State knows what a Present, Eugene Larrabee; Some Christmas Candles, Earl Lymburner, service
connection
charge
This first and final. .Myrna B. Shuman,
grand work is carried on under his thing you can’t guess, Theriece Lawrence Carter, Richard Benner, charge, where telephones are not in Admx.
Petitions to determine inheritance
guidance, .and that the much loved Bragg: exercise—See What Santa Malcolm Church and Arthur Fuller; place, has been $3.50 throughout the
little boat Sunbeam, is indeed a sun Brought, Donald Cates, Douglass Kel A Dog Who Stopped To Think. State The new schedule provides a tax filed for notice; Estate Gerge A.
beam that lights and warms many a ley, Virginia Haskell, Mary Gerrish, Sammy Rankin; A Query. Reginald graduated scale, ranging from $3.30 Singer, John Brown and Marie B.
Carrie Colson and Kenneth Brad Drew; Envy, James Thomas; play— down to $2 according to size of ex Singer, Exrs.; George W. Ludwig,
heart.
bury; A Bright Idea, Richard Lawry: “Santa Claus' Pack”—^anta Claus, change and kind of service installed. Minnie A. Ludwig. Admx.; Octavia
H. Bartlett. .Elbridge J. Parker.. Exr.;
We Don’t Mind Holes, Richard Myron Cummings,; children, William
Except for business main stations Sarah G. Wooster, Caroline D. Tal
SOUTH THOMASTON Young; Christmas Greetings. Robert Mack, Robert Thompson, Irene Sim and
private branch exchange trunks bot. .Admx.
Brackett: The Christmas Dolly, Lena mons, Blanche Sylvester, Barbara in Maine’s three larger cities reduc
Grammar School Exercises
Cucclncfio: The Longest Day, Edwin Maxey, Ritchie Linnell and George tions varying from 25 cents to $1.50 • Petition to letermine inheritance
In the grammar school Friday Cross; Dolly’s Christmas, Vivian Staples; toys—French doll. Doro are made. If telephones are in place, tax filed for nojlce: Estate George A
Ames. Helen L. Ames. Exx.
morning an old fashioned spelling Strout; a playlet—The Lonely Fir thy Peterson; drum, James Thomas; the charge for establishing new serv
Ths inventories were filed: Isaac
match took place and proved to be a Tree—Tree Fairy, Shirlene McKinney; mammy doll, Frances D’Agostino; ice will be $2, $1.75 or $1.50 accord
E. Philbrook, 21585: Hezekiah Hem
hot contest in which the whole school woodchoppers, Harold Peasley and top, Howard; Peter rabbit, Leigh ing to the size of the city or town.
enway. 22670.26; George F. Lessner.
participated. Marion Watts and Gor Harry Richardson: Mr. Wind, May Barnard; candy bag, Cynthia MacAl4 4 4 4
$2830.43; Hannah Murphy, $5920.54:
don Crowley were captains and by nard Greene; Jack Frost John Crock man: jumping jack, John Knight.
Especially marked reductions are Edward K. Hanly. $4415; Janies E.
Sixteen little members of the class
their keen judgment in the selection ett; Snowflake Fairies, Lucille Mel
made in the case of extension tele Thomas, $7207.14; Clara XI. Farwell,
of men kept th© match going for one vin. Thelma Burns,, Theriece Bragg,, received rewards for perfect attend
phones—those aids to oflice efficiency $8421.50; Charles F. Morton, $316.76;
and one-quarter hours, when it was Phyllis Torrey. Ebba Kalloch and ance throughout the entire term. They
The new Elizabeth A. Nichols. $500: James XI.
Frost Fairies. were: James Thomas. Robert Thomp and home convenience.
declared a tie. Then they lined up Virginia Grotton;
son, Ruth Graves, Leigh Barnard, service connection charge, statewide, Chaples, $214.
and ‘spelled down.” Doris Maloney, Douglas MacMahon, Donald Chaplcs, Roscoe Lindsey. Harold Lewis, Doro is 22.50 for business and 22 for resi
MT M?
a seventh grade pupil, stood the Arthur St Clair, James Wentworth
and Robert Marston: mother. Gert thy Peterson. Robert Fuller, William dence extensions. In the past it has
Everett L. Spear & Co. has first
longest and went down on the word
rude Faucheux: father, Woodrow Hums. Sarah Crisastamo. Malcolm been $3.50 for each.
quality 1% inch spruce laths at $6.50
peculiarities.
Church, Walter Flanders,, Earl Has
Inside moves and changes in type
Other honors were achieved during Cayton; children. Vivian Strout, Mary kell. Earl Lymburner, Granville Rich of telephones, or equipment, will be per thousand for all orders taken be
Chrisastamo: Star Child. Barbara
fore December 31st. A good chance
the term as follows: For perfect at Waldron: exercise—I’d Like to be a ards and Blanche Sylvester.
$2 throughout the State. In the case to stock up.—adv.
153-154
tendance. Marlon Watts, Myrtle Har- Snowflake. Lucille Melvin. Elmer
The class wishes a merry Christ of telephones this Is a reduction from
lowe, Marjorie Sleeper, Ralph Tyler Havener. Arthur St. Clair, Vera Ben mas for their little sick classmates, 23.
In the case of ‘"equipment"—
and Richard Knowlton: absent only ner. Virginia Samprone. Donald Mary Dodge and Virginia Kelley.
which covers such things as extension
one-half day, Hugh Knowlton and Chaplos. Robert Marston and Ebba
4 4 4 4
bells, and which affects very* lew sub
SECOND HAND
Sylvia Tyler; only one day, Floyd Kalloch: Dolly's Christmas, Vivian Tyler School, 4th Grade, Miss Miller scribers—it is an increase from $1.
FURNITURE
ltackliff and Alberta Graves.
In Strout: Billy’s Stocking. Billy MurMorning
Christmas
program: This old $1 rate was out of line with
spelling, Alberta Graves, 97%; Wil g’ta; Hanging Father Socks, Ray Psalm 100. Lord’s prayer; song, similar charges in other states, In
BOUGHT
AND SOLD
liam Anderson, 96%; Ralph Tyler, mond Lindsey; song, Jolly, Jolly Hearty Welcome; recitation, A Wel most of which the charge has been
Charge Account If Deaired
95%; Vinnie Graves, 93%; Sylvia Santa Claus; Good-bye, school.
come; quotations; exercise by 11 $3 and in no case less than 22. The
Each day sees New Merchandise
Tyler, 90%. In the health project,
Santa Claus brought each of the hoys and girls; Christmas ln Many- 22 rate for moving or changing
displayed. We must make room
carried on during the term, the fol children a candy Santa Claus; also Lands; sor.g, Away in a Manger, "equipment” will now become uni
for new goods coming in.
lowing obtained honors: Celia Crow a box of candy for the school.
Barbara Derry and Virginia Wood; form throughout the company's ter
Get your share of the "Pickings.”
ley, Parker Jackson, Doris Maloney,
Those not absent for fall term; exercise by six girls; quotations; ritory.
Cold weather is arriving fast.
Vinnie Graves, Myrtle Harlow, Wil Thelma Burns, Virginia Grotton: Vir song. Come Sing a Fong for Santa
Overtime and report charges on
We have a great line of Heaters,
liam Anderson, Arthur Rackliff, Syl ginia Haskell, Elmer Havener, Doug Claus.
person-to-person toll calls are sub
Cook Stoves and Circulators at
via Tyler, Richard Knowlton, Alton las McMahon. Robert Marston, Shir
jected to downward revision. Re
very low prices; also a used Elec A
Pierce, Charles Watts, Ralph Tyler, lene McKinney, Elmer Pinkham and
The People’s Laundry, Limerock ductions ranging from 5 cents to 15
trie Washing Machine.
Gordon Crowley. Marjorie Sleeper, Marie Tripp.
street, is prepared to lighten your cents are applied to report charges
• 444
Here you can buy at Great Sav
Floyd Rackliff, Alberta Graves, Hugh
household burdens at only nominal on longer calls. Overtime on per
ings—and pay while using on our
Knowlton, Doris Pierce. In the sale Tyler Building, Sub Primary, Mrs. expense. Telephone 170 and let us son-to-person calls, after 10 minutes,
Convenient Terms.
of health seals, Celia Crowley sold Phyllis Leach, Miss Alice Webster call for your family wash and return is to be charged at the lower stationWe Have Everything Needed To
th© most of any child and won the
The little folks entertained their It to you Immaculate. The coet is to-station rate.
Make a Home
prize poster.
124-tf
parents and friends at their annual surprisingly low
Christmas party and tree. The room
MF MP
The sign on the outside of a west
ROCKLAND
“Was Harold’s wedding a swell was decorated with handwork-—gay
Strange as it maj sound, those who ern church: "Revival Meeting To
FURNITURE CO.
calendars and
match scratches remain on the level are usually those night—Subject, "Hell." James Wilson,
affair?"
17 TILL8ON AVE. ROCKLAND
“Positively. They even used puffed which each child had made for their who rise the highest.—Christian Sci tenor, will sing, ‘Tell Father I’ll Be
TEL. 427-R
87T&Stf
parents were distributed us surprise ence Monitor,
rice.”—Montreal Star.
, There.""
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WHEN IN
BOSTON

LJ

If quiet home-like surroundings
with good food at moderate
prices appeal to you,

BT

[..

1

Stop at

THE HOTEL
HEMENWAY
On the Fenway at Westland Ave.
Rates from:
$3.00 to $5.00 Single
$4.00 to $6.00 Double
Telephone KENMORE 4330
Leonard H. Torrey, Manager

Eft

VINALHAVEN 4. ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan j Island at 5.30 A. M„
StonlliKlon 6.25. North Haven 7.25, Vtnalliaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rockland about
9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 p. M.,
Vinalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3.30. Ston
ington at 4.40; due to arrive al Swans Island
about 6.00 P. M.
132-tf

^(Tark every grave

Memorials
Embody aacred memorise. They
are the evidence of loving
thoughtfulneaa.

up ur

Skilled in the craft of memorial
making, we are ready to aorve
your every need.

Wm. E. Doman & Son,
Inc.
EAST UNION, ME.
34Ttf

COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR

LIVE POULTRY
Will pzy hightit price
No lot too largo; nono too omall.

Call Warren, Me. 3-22
or write, care of

Al Rines, Warren, Me.
Reference: Any Poultry Raiser
112-tf

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the families
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 450 ;
781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Gilehrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaaton, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

DR. J. H. DAMON
The Dentist
Has reopened hit Rockland Office.
For appointment call or phone
69-R

tr tf

My Specialty is Artificial Plates
and Extracting—Most Difficult
Cases Solicited
Office Across The Street
From Former Location
142Ttf

Colds Checked
I

wr ur

By modem vaporizing
ointment—Just nib on

''Vr* Visits
OVER 27 Mil l 10V JABS USED YEARLY

EDWARD K. GOULD
Attorney at Law
(Formerly Juage of Probate)
Special Attention to Probate Matter*
and Real Estate Titles

Corner Main St. and Tillson Ave.
SStf

DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
Osteopathic Physician

er w

How good are you at finding mistakes? The artist has intentionally
made aeveral obvious ones In drawing the above picture. Some of them
are easily discovered, others may be hard. See how long It will taka
.YOU to find them.

Xj.7

400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

Telephonee 1295; Residence 253-M

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT

«MP

35 Limerock St.

Rockland

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—Tel. 136

I
1

Graduate of American School ot
Osteopathy
,

Mr. and Mrs. Merton Payson ot
South Windham were Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Payson.
Mrs. Amelia Dornan and son John
are in Woburn. Mass., where they will
spend Christmas witli Mr. ami Mrs.
David Bailey.
iMIss Annie Going is in Boston to
spend the winter. Mr. and Mrs. Wii!
Lothrop will occupy her house mean

while.
■Mrs. iMaud Payson entertained the
Jolly Whist Club last Thursday when

OF

a chicken dinner was served which
certainly was enjoyed by the 15 mem
bers and invited guests. Following
the dinner hour the company repaired
to the living room where a prettily
; decorated Christmas tree held
prominent place, and with much mer
riment its well laden branches were
soon relieved of their load. The day
will long be remembered as a very
happy i tie spent witli Mrs. Payson.
“I went to the dentist yesterday.”
“Does the tooth still ache?”
“I don't know; he kept it.”

SOUTH

THOMASTON

ISLAND BOWLERS

Crusaders Jump Into the
Lead — Gene Hall Allows
He Is Satisfied
T he standing of the

Crusaders ......
Fishermen .....
Fishwharf .....
Old 'Timers ....
Damfinos .......
Outlaws ..........

STATE OF MAINE

ff11* tlit* yeiii* IV29

The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the Town of South
Thomaston aforesaid, for the year 1929, committed to me for collection for said Town on the
twentieth day of May, 192», remain unpaid ; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes
with interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of tlie real estate taxed as is
sufficient to pay tlie amount due thereof, including Interest and charges, will be sold with
out further notice ..t public auction at Town Hall, in said Town, on the first Monday in
February, 1930, at nine o’clock A. >1.

Amount of Tax Due

Description of Property

■7------------

CHARLES E. HUDSON OK HEIR'S— A certain lot of land on the North side of
tiie town road third class, and bounded as follows: Viz: on the (Southeast
by land of Bussick Bros. ; on the Northeast by shore of Wessawes
keag River; on tlie Northwest by land of Basslek Bros., formerly the Post
lot; on the Southwest b.v the town road, containing about 35 acres.
Valued $700.M ..........................................................................................................
HEIRS OF CORNELIUS HANRAHAN, OR MARY DOHERTY. OR MARY <!.
RUSSELL OR OWNER A certain lot of land on the North side of the
road leading from St. George to South Thomaston Village, and bounded
as follows, viz. Beginning at the Southeast corner of land formerly of
Alexander Wilson North Northeast 36 rods to land formerly of Wil
liam Blake ; thence by said Blake’s land East Southeast about 87 rods
to land formerly of William Butler : thence South Southwest 20 rods to
land formerly owned by heirs of George Coombs; thence South 29 rods
to a brook: tlience Soutli Southwest by said brook about 5 rods to the town
road: thence North Northwest by said road to place of beginning; con
taining 18 acres more or less, being the lot of land conveyed to Cornelius
Hanrahan. Win. C. Burgess. Edw. K. O’Brtne, and Edw. E. O’Brlne and
recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds, iBook 4", Page 74.
Also a certain lot of land bounded as follows, viz: Beginning at the
Westerly shore of Wessaweskeug Mill Pond on the North line of a half
acre lot formerly belonging to Joseph Berry ; thence Northerly by said
I’ond shore until it reaches the Marsh: thence Westerly .by said Marsh
to the South line of land of John Stackpole * thence by said land to the
Horse Brook, so-called ; thence by said Brook to an ash tree at the line
of land formerly occupied by Wm. Blake; them e Southerly by the Eastern
line of said land to tlie land formerly of Cornelius Hanrahan, or for
merly of Wm. Butler; thence Easterly by said Hanrahan’s fine to beech
tree at the North line of land formerly of Augustine Drake or formerly
Fullerton Keller: thence running same course by said Keller’s line
and the said half acre Berry lot to the first mentioned bound, atid contain
ing 36% acres more or less, and being land conveyed by Harris Stackpole to Cornelius Hanrahan, and recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds,
Book 52, Page 567.
Also a certain lot of land bounded as follows, viz: Beginning at the
westerly shore of Wessaweskeag Mill pond, at tiie north line of a lot of
land mortgaged to Harris Stackpole and sold by him to Cornelius
Hanrahan and known as the Millay lot : thence North 78^ degrees
West 191 feet and
South 69
degrees West 271
feet
to
land formerly occupied by Barney Bowers: tlience North b.v said land of
said Bowers to a creek : tlience easterly by said creek and said Wessawes
keag Mill Pond : thence southerly by said Mill iPon<l 300 feet to bounds
first mentioned containing two acres and 145 rods, being land conveyed by
Job L. Copeland to Cornelius Hanrahan and recorded in Knox Registry
of Deeds, Book 84, Page 252. Valued $550.00................ ..................................
DAVID MANN—A certain lot of land in -Seal Harbor Village and bounded as
follows, viz: North b.v lajid of Samuel B. Haskell, formerly land of Tom
Wiley: East by land of Elbert Burton. South b.v land of Oliver Mann and
Charles Carr; West by Town Road; and containing about 8 acres. Val-

HEIRS OF CHAR LEN A MANN A certain lot of land on the road leading from
Seal Harbor Village to (Turk Island, together with buildings thereon, and
hounded as follows, viz: North by land of Elbert Burton : East by land
of Elbert Burton; South by Town Road; West b.v land of Elbert Burton
and Town Road, and containing about one acre. Land and Buildings
valued $286 no ...........................................................................................................
HAROLD ROBBINS—Land and buildings on Spruce Head Island. Valued $150.00
RUTH M. SNOW—A certain lot of land in Soutli Thomaston. Village together
with buildings thereon, and bounded as follows, viz: North by land
of S. 0. Hurd: East by land of Abbie Clark ; South by Town Road: West
b.v Town Road : also another certain lot of land on the southerly side of
town road leading from South Thomaston Village to Seal Harbor and
across the road from above mentioned property and bounded as follows,
, viz: North by Town Road: East by land of'Sadie (Tark; South by land
of Frank Wade ; West b.v land of Heirs of John Ingram, and containing about
one-half acre. Land and Buildings valued $856.00 ........................................
SIDNEY A. THOMPSON A certain lot of laud situated in Seal 'Harbor Village
and bounded as follows, viz: North by land of Merrill ISimmons : East,
South and West by land of Willis D. Todd, and containing about two
acres. Valued $20.00 .............................................................................................
G. EDGAR WILSON—A certain lot of land, situated on tiie road leading from
Thomaston to St. George, together with buildings thereon, and bounded as
follows, viz: North by land of Ansel Aho and Elkanah Stackpole
Estate: East b.v Elkanah Stackpole Estate: South b.v land of John Stackpole; West by Georges River, and containing about 35 acres.
Also another certain lot of land situated on the westerly side of the St.
George Road and bounded as follows, viz:
North'by land of Herman
Erickson: East b.v St. George Road; South by land of Kusti Rahkonen;
West b.v Georges River, and containing about 70 acres. Land and Buildings
valued $1,600 im ..... ..................................................................................................
LOUS E.
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STATE OF MAINE

Amount of Tax Due
Including Interest and
Charges

ESTATE MOSES HAHL—House, outbuildings and 99 Acres of land bounded
on the North b.v land of Nath. Starrett. North Pond and land of 'M. R.
Stevens; on East by Georges River and land of C. E. Bicknell; on the
south by land of C. E. Bicknell. A. O. Spear and E. A. Hosmer; on West
$62 40
by land of B. McDonald. J. H. Payson and J. E. Starrett..................................
Another lot of land bounded North by land of Moses Hahl: on East by
Georges River: on South b.v land of E. E. Cutting; on West b.v land of
Moses Hahl.....................................................................................................................
3 (
C. T. MOODY
Collector ot Taxes of the Town of Warren
lMTSt

TOWN

OF APPLETON
STATE OF MAINE

Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Appleton, in the County of Knox, for th©
year 1929.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the Town of Appleton aforesaid, for the year 1929, committed to me for collection for said Town on the eleventh
.day of May. 1929, remain unpaid: and notice is hereby given that if said taxes with interest
and charges are not previously paid, wi much of tlie real estr.t© taxed as is sufficient to pay
the amount due
therefor, including
_
___
. _____interest and charges,
____ will be. sold without further notice
at public auction at Town House in said Town, on the first'Monday in February, 1930, at nine
o’clock A. ,M.
Name of Owner

Description of Property

3
3

4

P.C.
.800
.690
.600
400

.400
.225

• * * ♦

Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Warren, in the County of Knox, for the
ypar 1929.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the Town of Warren
aforesaid, for the year 1929, committed to ine for collection for said Town on the 11th day of
May. 1929, remain unpaid ; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes with interest and
charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay
the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold without further notice
at public auction at Town House in said Town, on the fiist Monday in February, 1930, at
nine o’clock A. M.
Description of Property

Lost
1
•»
2

Crusaders Reach the Top

TOWN OF WARREN

Name of Owner

Won
.... 4
.... 3
.... 3
•)
9
.... l’

"From the sublime to the ridieu- j
ions" might aptly characterize the i
last two showings of the Old Timers
for where they surprised the Fisher
men a week ago they were an easy
prey for Capt. Libby’s "Flaming
Youths"' from the Fishwharf when
they came together Friday night. Tlie |
Old Timers staged a terrific rally in
the last string which they won by
94 pins, hut earlier handicaps were I
too big to he overcome.
"This makes things just right” said
Old Timer Gene Hall after the game. ]
“It would never do Tor us Old Timers
to lie way out in front, leading the
League.” “Everybody else would be
discouraged and proljpbly the other
teams would quit.
To keep the
League going and give everybody a
chance the Old Timers have been
loafing along being content to win a
game now and then just to keep tfi
the running. " “But we can't afford
to -lose too many more so you can
confidently look for us to take Cap
tain Grimes and his Damfinos when
we meet Monday night.”
The summary:
Fishwharf—Dyer. 252: Chilles 247:
Libby. 254; Davis, 263; Gray, 267:
total. 1.283.
Old Timers—Sanborn, 265: Drew.
282: Hall. 241: Shields. 257: Li'.'lefleld, 229; total. 1.274.

Collector of Taxes of the Town of South Thomaston
154-T-3

Dec. 23, 1929

Vinalhaven I

Bowling League at the end of the first j
round of five matches follows

Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town of South Thomaston, In tlie County of Knox,

Name of Owner

—

•

Amount of Tax Due

MRlS. ROBERT GREEN—Buildings and Lot, 80 Acres. Value of land $350.00.
Buildings $150.00. Lind bounded Northwest b.v the Moody lot; Northeast
by land of J. E. Robinson : Southeast by land of Lizzie Fuller, Heirs of;
$25 00
Southwest bv land of Ida Uollamore......................................................................
HEIRS OF MOSES /IIAHL--Buildings and Lot. 10 Acres. Value of land $:MM».00.
Buildings $300.00. Land bounded Northwest by Allen brook; Northeast
by land of Charles Salo: Southeast by land of Z. C! Gurney ; Southwest
39 i
bv land of Robert Gushee.........................................................................................
HEIRS OF LEROY JACKSON—Lot. 7 Acres. Value of land $30.00. Land
bounded Northeast by Jackson farm: Southeast by land of A. I Perry;
Southwest by lands of Alanson Wentworth. Heirs and D. G. Wentworth......
EARLE NORWOOD Lot, '8 Acres. Value of land $75.00. Lend bounded North
and West by land of United Realty Uo.: Northeast b.v town line; South
west by road over Jones Hill..................................................................................
G. AV. ROBINSON—Buildings and Lot. 30 Acres. Value of land $150.00.
Buildings $100.00. Land bounded Southwest hv land -of J. E. Robinson ;
Northwest b.v land of'M. E. Harriman: Northeast by land of J._E. Rob
12 50
inson .............................................................................................................................
HEIRS OF ALANSON WENTWORTH- Buildings and Lot, 75 Acres. Value of
•
land $175.00. Buildings $75.00.
Land bounded Southwest by road
from North Appleton to. Hope: North and East by land of D. G. Went
worth; Southeast by land of A. I. Perry ...............................................................
12 .,0
A. the
McCORKlSON
Collector of EMMA
Taxes of
Town of Appleton
Collector ol
154-T-3
December 19, 1929

The decisive match to break the
tie. and to settle who was to lead the
Vinalhaven Bowling League was
rolled Thursday night between Cap
tain Arey's "Crowding Crusaders”
and Captain Bickford's "Fading Fish
ermen” with the score showing that
the Fishermen had to shorten sail and
heave to till the storm blew over.
Reinforced with the appearance of
"Gooney" Calder in their lineup, and
with Snow and Jameson "hittin ’em
pretty” the Crusaders totaled 1.361
while the best the Fishermen could
snare was 1.314.
"Crow" Johnson
came out of his slump in fine style
but "Lor’ Ames went into one at the
same time so the Fishermen had to
yield the top position.
The summary:
Crusaders—Jameson. 280: Snow.
292: E. Calder. 293: Arey. 261;
Nichols. 235; total. 1.361.
Fishermen—Johnson. 289: Leroy
Antes. 264; Law. Ames. 235: Bickford.
270; Stinson. 256; total, 1,314.

Owing to the bad weather Thurs
day evening there was no Grange
meeting. The election of officers will
'be held next week Thursday.
In the post card shower recently
given Horace Lermond was one from
Mrs Silas Starrett, wlnf Is 82 years
old and an inmate of the Old Ladies'
Home in Middleboro, Mass. She will
be well remembered by the older resi
dents of Thomaston. The cards gave
Mr. Lerntond much pleasure and he
feels very grateful to the senders.
• • * •

charmingly gay and alwayfc believ
able. In this picture Miss Eaton
sings “There 31 list Be Somebody
Waiting For Me.” which promises to
be one of the hits of the season. Pos
sessing a fine singing voice, Miss
Eaton is a delight to listen to.
Helen Morgan also sings a new
song. It is called “What Wouldn’t I
Do For That Man?” and as the title
infers suits the personality of this
famous star of the original “Show
Boat’’ to perfection. As usual with
her. Miss Morgan sings from her fa
vorite vantage point. . . the top of a
piano. Eddie Cantor, at present the
star of Mr. Ziegfeld’s great success.
Whoopee,” is featured in a riotous
comedy sequence. And Rudy Vallee
and his Connecticut Yankees play
their popular radio number. “Yagabod Lover.’’ Lavishly produced, with
several sequences of a Ziegfeld first
night photographed in natural colors,
•Glorifying the
American Girl,”
emerged as one of the gayest and
most enjoyable pictures of the seaon.—adv.

STONINGTON

Social Season In Florida Re
sort Is Thirty Days Earlier
Than Usual

change, and if so. what sort of a law do you think the Stat*- ought to have?

Is the present Sunday law to your liking?

Would you recomihend a

A special commission, appointed by the last Legislature, is engaged in a
.revision of these statutes, and in order to have them nu t t the

LEWISTON BUICK CO.

MARY EATON
in the Paramount Picture
“Glorifying the American Girl*’

Long Established Company

REVISING MAINE’S SUNDAY LAWS

requirements
St. Petersburg, Fla., Dee. 16—Even of the majority is seeking all the information anti ad\:<•<• that it can get.
though the Christinas holiday season To this end the newspapers of the State have bc< n asked to publish the
| rapidly approaches, there is no let appended questionnaire, which any Maine citizen of voting age should fill
down in the number of winter visitors out (if they so desire) returning the questionnaire before Jan. 1st to the
arriving daily in the Sunshine City, address below indicated.
hailing frbm every section of the
frost-bitten North, The social sea|son lias opened 30 days earlier than |
QUESTIONNAIRE
has been the custom with the result i
|4hat gay events are taking place in ,
Return to
all the smart hotels :rtid tourist clubs ,
Commission on Revision of the Sunday Laws,
i Rockland has a good representation
[here at this early date, while reservaState House, Augusta, Maine
I tions are being made at the Tourist
A True Copy of the Present Sunday Law,
^Our Christmas Message is One of
'Information Bureau of the Chamber
ol Commerce for many others due j
as amended by the Legisature of 1929:
Cordial Good Wishes to All Our
nere after the New Year. With a
more diversified land and water sport
Friends and Patrons and Appreci
program completed for the enter
Whoever, on the Lord's Day. keeps < pen his shop, workhouse,
tainment of winter vacationists, there
ation of the Many Favors Accorded
warehouse or place of business, travels, or dors any work, labor
will be no end of attractions for
guests throughout the season.
or business on that day, except works of necessity or charity; uses
Us in the Past.
St. Peter.'djurg's new sun bathing
any sport, game or recreation; or is present at any darn ing, pub
solarium Is about completed, and will
I
lic diversion, show or entertainment, encouraging the same, sha’l'
be formally opened and dedicated,
Jan. 15. Tlie Goodyear Zeppelin air
be punished by a fine not exceeding ten dollars: provided, however,
ship “Vigilant” Is in its winter base
that this section shall not apply to the operation of common car
at Whitted Field here and is the new
riers; to the driving of taxi cabs and public carria^ s in attendance
est
acquisition
to
the
growing
air
51 Park St., Rockland
upon the arrival or departure of such carriers, to the driving of
fleet here for the season.
Traffic into St. Petersburg from
private automobiles or other vehicles; to the printing and selling of
Home of Buick and Marquette
the main trunk auto highways is at
Sunday newspapers; to the keeping open of hotels, restaurants,
its heaviest. Every State in the
garages and drug stores; to the selling «.f gasoline; or to the giv
union is represented by motor cars
ing of scientific, philosophical, religious or edm ational lectures
here.
The yacht “Leonle,’’ owned by Mur
where no admission is charged.
YULETIDE
STRAND THEATRE
ray Guggenheim, anchored in its slip
“Glorifying the American Girl.”
[For The Courier-Gazette]
during the week. The “Pegasus"
Paramount's all-talking, singing and Tis Christmas-time, a joyous time.
owned by J. H. Wheeler of Jamaica,
dancing picture, will be presented We’ll sing the cprols, bells will chime.
N. Y„ anchored Monday for the sea
Do you favor any revision or change in the present Sunday Law?
Wednesday and Thursday with a cast “What does it mean?’’ the little folks say.
son. Three hundred other yachts and
Please answer “YES” or “NO”..............
Save to know It Is Christmas Day,
of Broadway luminaries headed by The time they look for Santa to come,
house boats will enter the harbors
Mary Raton, Eddie Cantor, Helen With loads of toys and barrels of fun,
here in January.
If your answer to the Above question :• “YES.” please indicate
Their stockings are hung by the fireside.
Morgan. Rudy Vallee and Dan Healy.
St. Petersburg's concert season will
specifically just what changes you would recommend.
In the role of Gloria Hughes, de They get Into bed with eyes spread wide,
open Sunday Dec. 22 in picturesque
They listen to hear the jingle of bells
part Afore salesgirl who dreams of That to all the Christmas story tells.
Williams Park, where programs will
Write your recommendations on a sepai.itc sheet of paper. O. K.
the day when she will be the star of Trusting ln Banta their secrets to ke&p.
be given twice daily.
a Ziegfeld show, Mary Eaton is With hearts full of wishes they fall asleep,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Dyer, 47 Park
the recommendations with your personal signature. Attach the
Dawn arrives and it’s Christmas Day.
street, Rockland motored here for
Santa has come to make the tots gay!
sheet to the hack of questionnaire
their first visit In the Sunshine City.
But listen, my children, and you shall hear
C. E. Johnson and Jessie L. Tt.
Of the birth of our Saviour, to all so dear.
Johnson, 19 Ocean street, motored
The babe in a manger In Bethlehem lay,
INFORMATION BELOW IS ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL
They named Him “Jesus”—Light, Truth and here for their sixth winter and are
Way.
making their home at 3514 Second
Signature (in own handwriting) .........................................................................
That’s why they call it Christmas Morn,
avenue, South.
For this Is the day that Christ was born.
Mrs.
Katherine
Studley
of
Rock

It’s time to think of Him so dear,
(Print) First Name. Initial, and Last N um .
.........
Who giveth love and camteth out fear;
land, motored here for her third win
It’s time to think of others too,
ter and is with friends at 2300 Lake(Print) It. F. I). No. or Street ..................................................................... ...........
Sending good wishes, the old and the new.
view avenue.
Dwight M. Virgin. 15 Pleasant
Yes, Chrlstmns-time Is here again,
(Print) Town ........................................... (’..unt.v ..................................
“Peace on earth, good will toward men.’’
street, recently made his first visit
May the Star In the East bring Christmas joys. here.
And thoughts of our Saviour, as well as of
(Print) Occupation .....................................................................................
Mrs. Charlotte Whittier, 57 Grace
toys.
street, motored here for her fourth
My wishes for all are big and wide—
(Print) Town or place you Vote in ....................................................................
God give you His peace this Cliristmastide.
winter and is now at 624 Highland I
Harriet Smalley Wheefer
street,
North.
I'OR MAINE (TTI&EXf
Tenant’s Harbor
OF VOTINi; AGE ONLY
John Lodwick
(Questionnaire
Must
Re
lteturniil
Before January 1. 1930)
» Mr*

w? bsf
SOUTH WARREN

The Warren Farmer's Mutual Fire
Insurance Company at their annual
meeting in the Town house Dec. 14
elected these officers: President. E. J.
Kalloch; secretary and treasurer. O.
A. Copeland: directors. E. J. Kalloch.
I. E. Starrett. H. W. Waltz, George
Starrett, Curtis Starrett, A. V. Mc
Intyre, L. A. Packard.
This company was organized largely through the efforts of the late I.
P. Starrett and the first meeting was
held at his home April 8, 1871. with
the following charter members: Joel
Hills. I. P. Starrett. David Starrett.
Elmus Hoffses, .Sumner Leach, Sam
uel Thomas, Alden Watts, John
Creighton, Lewis Hall, M. E. Wade,
James C. McIntyre.
The majority of farms in town are
insured in this company and in many
cases are owned by descendants of
.i e original policy holders. Tlie offidirectors exact but a small
cei s ana an ct
j
u
charge for their services, and it nas
been possible to furnish protection to
policy holders at an average yearly
cost of $1.66 per $1,000 insured.

IN SUNNY ST. PETE

up hr

PARK THEATRE
“The River.” a high tension drama,
has its final showing today.
For Wednesday and Thursday
comes “College Love.” If the thrilling
action of a closely contested football
game brings you spontaneously to
your feet, or if the sheer drama of a
great sacrifice by a college boy for
his grid hero brings admiration to
your heart. “College Love," the first
collegiate picture of feature length
was made for you. It is the campus
of a great college transferred literally
and pictorially to the screen, replete
with everything which gives under
graduate life its vast fascination. The
love of two young football stalwarts
for the same delightful heroine,
played by Dorothy Gulliver: the cul*
mination of that love story upon the
gridiron itself.
The football scenes are especially
well done, the combination of excel
lent photography, direction and con
tinuity of action creating an emotion
in the onlooker at least equal to that
experienced during a real game. All
the plays are graphically screened.
College antics, in the shape of fra
ternity bi-jinks, football rallies and
dances, add immensely to the picture.
The direction by Nat Rossis splendid,
and George Lewis and Eddie Phillips,
who, with Miss Gulliver, create the
leading characters, are outstanding
in their role*.—adv.

The community was saddened last
week when news was received of the
death in Rockland of Mrs. iSarah Bye
Burns. She was the youngest daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Bye of
this place. She graduated from Ston
ington High School Class of 1926. and
was also a member of the school's
alumni association, and a favorite
with all for her sunny disposition, un
blemished character and sterling
worth. After her graduation she was
j employed in Portland until her mar
riage. about two years ago to Fred N.
Burns of that city.
I Mrs. Burns Is survived by her husband, an infant son. her parents, two
sisters, Mrs. Winnie Robinson of
Portland and Miss Mary Bye of Ston
ington and three brothers Charles,
TOWN OF WASHINGTON
Harry and Ernest Bye.
Services
STATE OF MAINE
were held Saturday and the abund
GLENMERE
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Washington, ln the County of Knox, ance of beautiful flowers gave silent
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Simmons have
for the year 1929.
testimony
of
the
esteem
in
which
de

The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the Town of Wash
returned home from New Haven.
ington aforesaid, for the year 1929, committed to me for collection for said Town on the ceased was held. uAmong
n.«xxw»n v.rv...
them was -a
Mrs. Walter Barter was a recent
21st day of December. 1929, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes I
r(,nre»ontln^ u hrnken circle
with interest and charges are not previously paid, so nn.cl. of the real estate taxed a, ta |
A
.1 A ”! guest of Mrs. Eugene Smith.
from
her
classmates
of
1926,
she
being
sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be aold with
Mrs. Raymond Coombs of Islesout further notice at public auction at The Towu House in said Town, on the first Monday the first of their number to pass boro is at her brother’s Byron Davis,
in February, 1930, at nine o’clock A. IM.
away.—Stonington and Deer Isle called by the illness of her father
Press, Dec. 13.
Capt. G. Allen Davis.
Amount of Tax Due
Description of (Property
Miss Edith Harris has returned to
Including Interest and
Name of Owner
Charges
Thomaston after a ten weeks’ vaca
tion with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
SOMERVILLE
EVERETT CUNNINGHAM—Ed. Cunningham place. Bounded North by Gore;
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Turner of Frank Harris.
East b.v W. H. Smalley place; South by Rose Savage place and high
Esther Seavey and Elsie Johnson
way : West by John Marr heirs. Number Acres 60..........................................
$12 60 Hartland are at home for their Christ
FRED SHATTUCK—Lumber lot. Hounded North by I. C. iPowell; East by
were dinner guests Friday of Rev. and
mas vacation.
W. G. Howard and Lucy Wellman; South by C. E. Vannali; West by
Mrs.
A. A. Walsh.
Mrs. Caro E. Turner, xvho has been
highway. Number Acres 30.......................................................................................
12 60
Morris Simmons is at home from
DORIS DICKERSON -One-half Wellman lot. Bounded North by Edison Well
a patient at Dr. Cates' hospital in
man : East by Bruce pond: Soutli by Burdell Hibbert; West, by Alton
East Vassalboro. for four weeks, re Hebron Academy for the holiday va
Wellman. Number Acres 15............ ;.........................................................................
4 92
ceiving surgical treatment has re cation.
T. E. AND It. A. GUSHEE--Bryant lot. Bounded North and East by Miller
Orris Hupper who was seriously
lot : South b.v G. W. Rhodes : West by W. A. Bowley; Number Acres 10.........
6 20 turned home
CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY ALLIANCE. INC. Ingalls place. Bounded North
F. TI. Tracy ha$ his portable saw injured while helping load a vessel at
by highway; East and South by Mahlon Turner; West by highway.
Long Cove, for Booth (Brothers Co.,
Number Acres V4 ................................................... -..................................................
82 36 mill set up and in operation at Au is slowly improving. He is at Knox
gusta.
J. A. CLARK HEIRS—Home place. Bounded North by Gore line: East by
Everett Cunningham, and Gertie Turner; South by Charles 'Savage and
Arthur Hisler is a patient at Au- Hospital.
Hisler PlaceWest by 8. Bragg and Gore line. Number Acres 215.
Mr. and .Mrs. Frank Wiley were
25 40 gusta General Hospital.
v
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Washington
'
George T ulier, Jr., of Palermo was dinner guests SundAy of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Barter.
>
>
154-T-3 a visitor Friday at F. A. Turner’s.

VINALHAVEN

SOUTH BELFAST

Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley are
spending the Christmas recess with
relatives in Thomaston.
Doris Clifford is home from Milton,
Mass., where she has been teaching
and is with her parents, Rev. and
Mrs. P. J. Clifford.
There will he a Christmas tree and
program r.t the Latter Dtiy Saints
■Church tenight. All are welcome.
Mr. and Mrs. Townsend have
moved into the Poole house.
Neil Calderwood from University
ot Maine is spending the Christmas
recess at his home here.
Leah Arey is home from Rockland
for a visit with her parents.
Herbert Pelkey returned Friday
from Virginia.
Keith Carver arrived Saturday
from Wentworth Institute for the
Christmas holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Peterson re
turned Friday from a few days stay
in Portland.
David Anderson and Charles An
derson have returned from Clark's
Island where they had employment.
Frank l’eterson who has been the
guest of relatives In Rockland re
turned home Wednesday.
Odd Fellows Club gave a bridge
party Friday night at their hall.
Honors tell to Dorothy Cassie and
Elmer Simmers.
Mrs. Aimle Benner entertained the
Washington Club at her honfe Satur
day night with supper and a Christ
mas tree.
Mrs. L. E. Williams was In Rock
land Saturday to meet her husband
who returned from Stony Creek,
Conn, for the Christmas holiday.
Virginia Black returned Friday
from West Hartford. Conn., where
she is teaching.
Elwood; Sails from Exeter Academy
is spending the Christmas holiday
with his mether Mrs. Marshall Sails.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Greenlaw were
in Rockland Friday.

Grand View Grange held its meet
ing Thursday night with a good at
tendance. These officers were ele^ted: M as ter, Harold Herrick; overseer. Irvins Hills; lecturer, Ruth
Wight; steward, Harlan Ramsey;
assistant steward, Clarence Drink
water; chaplain. Carrie Wood; treas
urer, Isabelle Hills; secretary, Mar
tha French; gatekeeper, Maurice Sel
lers; Ceres, Cora Herrick: Pomona,
Ada Moffitt; Flora, Etheal Clark;
lady assistant steward, Lydia Drink
water; trustee, Joel Prescott. It was
voted to have a Christmas tree Dec.
26 at the Community, each member
to furnish a present not to exceed
ten cents.
This community was shocked Dec.
19 to hear of the sudden death of
George Annis In North Searsmont.
Mr. Annis formerly lived in this place
xvith his daughter, Mrs. Herbert Ox
ton.
A surprise party was recently given
Joel Prescott at his home in honor
of his birthday, flames, cards, danc
ing and music were enjoyed. Mrs.
Prescott, assisted by Mrs. Martha
French, served ice cream, cake, sand
wiches and coffee. Those present
were Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Aborn, Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice French and son
Maurice, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Drinkwater, Ruth Wight, George
Hardy, Merle Ramsey, Harlan Ram
sey, Edith Moody, Mr. and Mrs. Joel
Prescott and children.
Grand View Orange was well rep
resented at the State Grange in Ban
gor. Those attending were Mrs. Cora
Herrick, delegate, Mr. and Mrs. Irv
ing Hills, Mr. and Mrs. Joel Prescott,
Merle Ramsey, Harlan-Ramsey, Mar
tha French, Maurice Sellers, Edith
Moody, Mrs. Robinson, Harold Her
rick.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Prescott gave a
birthday party for Clarence Drinkwaiter. Games and cards were en
joyed and supper served at 6.30.

I!>

Yuletide joys are much enhanced by a
cheerful fire. Don't dampen the ardor of
the occasion by a sizzling, sluggish blaze

in the hearth.
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Every-Other-Day

Burn our coal, and wintry blasts will have

no terrors for you.
This coal can always be relied 6n to pro

duce the most heat with the least amount
of coal and effort.
Telephone 487

M. B. 6 C. O. Perry
519 Main Street

Rockland
152-154
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The Greetings of the Season
Lawrence Portland Cement Company
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The Best Christinas Package of All! 1! 1

In Everybody’s Column

Wanted

lake.
Doris Ballard. Milford Payson and
S. Emerson Smith and niece. Miss
Clinton Cummings of I„ynn is visit
Advertlrements In this rnhimn nnt to exceed Pleas,- communicate with ERNEST NORRoss Spear are 'home from University
Christine Moore, will leave Friday for ing his parents over Christmas. Miss
three lines Inserted unre for 25 cents, 3 times WdOD. Vinalhaven. Maine.
153-155
for
50
cents.
Additional
lines
5
cents
each
'
of Maine for the Christmas recess.
D >ston to remain through the winter. Amsden of Brooks is also a holiday
ANTED Small pilot house, second hand,
for one time, ltl cents for tnree times. Six
Christmas observances were held
N. F. Andrews and family and guest at the Cummings homo.
nlsp 2 burner Silent Glow for stove, second
v.onls make a line.
at the churches Sunday with special
George Creighton and family will
Imfcd. .1. <’. HARMON.Rockland. Tel. 595.
Mrs. Muriel Hallowell is at tiie
t _______ ________________________ 153-135
music at the morning session*. At
spend Christmas in Warren with home of her father Herbert Bowes
Lost and Found
the Baptist Church the evening serv
\VANTED Work by day or hour, er table
Mrs. Andrews sister ’.Mrs. William
Miss Mabel Ayer is at home for the
ice consisted of a cantata "Around
LOST—Sterling sliver bracelet from High work for club or parties. TEL. 1169-J.
Itobinson.
holidays.
152*154
School building to Brick St. Reward. KVA I —- ■
the Manger” and at the Methodist
Mrs. M. G. Davison has gone to
Mrs. John Creighton who has been
1H>W. 20 Brick St.___________________ 154-156 j
WANTED Family washings, first class
Church a concert by members of the
North Weymouth to spend the holi ill with mumps is Improving.
LOST -Lady's heavy kid glove In Crock-i hatul work. Called for and delivered. Inquire
Sunday School, hath having a large
Mrs. Carrie Poland is ill at her
days with her sister and before re
ett's store Saturday night, Rl BY BRIDGES. l.» CEDAR ST. Tel. 867-W._________ 152-154
attendance.
turning will visit a niece and other home.
57 iPark St Tel. 11!*' W.____________ D P it
WANTED Position as bookkeeper and steMrs. Frederick H. Sylvester of
The Christmas party and tree held
relatives in Ma-ssachusetts.
LOST—Lady's gray fur lined gloves on uociapher. Address A. D., this office.
Quincy. Mass., arrived Monday for a
152-154
' Main St., or in some store. Reward. MRS __ _
Mrs. George Brag don of Matta- by Orient Chapter, O.E.S., was much
GILCHREST. Senter Crane Co.
152*1M
week's visit with her mother Mrs.
WANTED Long haired shag kittens. Write
wamkeag is a guest in the family of enjoyed.
age.
color
and
sex.
JOHN
8.
RAXLETT.
Rock
Henry Bohndell.
LOST— Key ring with 5 keys. TEL. 936-J.
Mrs. Henry Ames is remaining in
her father. William Gillehrest. Mr.
151*153 ville. Me. Tel. 332-14._______________ 132*137
owing to the severe storm Thurs
Bragdon is spending Christmas with Boston beeause of the serious illness
)VAXTED To s.'.l or exchange five male
day evening the lecture to be given by
FOUND—Black and tan female hound.
of Iter sister.
his parents.
Pleasants for live hen pheasants. E. T.
I SAM TARR. Middle road, Warren. Tel. 1-4.
Miss Lottie L. TUlot.son. famous
Ronald Messer lias sold Brunswick
HART,
Warren, care lames T. Robinson.
Zero weather was a visitor in
154»lt _
world traveler under the auspices of
town and vicinity yesterday morn radios to Everett Storer, Mrs. Eliza
FOUND
—
Bronze
watch-fob
coin,
Paris
ExT
the Hign School was cancelled.
For Sale
ing. TSvo below at Roland Hahn’s. beth Hilt. George Cameron and John
pposltion of 1889. Owner can have at CQUThe meeting of the Twentieth Cen
____________151-1..3
i RIEK-GAZETTE Office.
Misses Naomi and Ruth Averill of Storer.
FOR
SALE
Or
to let, four-room house on
tury Club will be held Friday after
'Mr. and Mrs. Chester McFarland
Brooklyn are at home, the former for
FOT’XD—Pocket book containing sutn of Palkk St, $18 monl
month. V. F. STl'DLEY. Tel.
noon
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Louise
Hol

money.
Can
have
by
Identifying
and
paying
134-tf
are
home
from
Bangor.
Mrs.
Mc

n>
jo.
______
one week and the latter for a fort
It’s a dainty little package, and inside
for ad. CLARA DOLAN. Crockett’s 5 & file
brook. with Mrs. Elizabeth Spear as
Farland is ill with mumps at the
FOR SALE—Fo
our 240 egg Buffalo Incubanight.
8tore.
134-136
hostess.
x
there is a treat,
•tors : one 103 Degree Incubator. 550 egg size.
John Creighton and Stephen Lav home of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
E.’C. TEAGUE, Warren. Maine. Tel. 13-42.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Dean will
ender of Bowdoin College are home A. C. Heald. Ruth Heald front V. of
For
it
contains
the
food
we
all
need
—
•
WHEN
IN
BOSTON
—
Remember
that
you
154-156
spend Christinas with their daughter.
M. and Almon Heald from Kents Hill
for the holiday vacation.
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
FOR SALE—Sweet cider, made fresh every
Mrs. Ralph Wilson and family at
and
it
’
s
mighty
good
to
eat,
the
home
news,
at
the
Old
South
News
Agency,
are
also
at
home
aillleted
with
mumps.
Miss Margaret Johnson is home
day. 33c per gal. : 1000 bushel of apples, all
Washington St., next Old South Church.
FULL FASHIONED BEST SILK Tenant's Harbor.
kinds, fancy stock to he sold cheap. Drop In
from Farmington Normal School.
It has a Merry Christmas Greeting, and shows
MP W
The Nitsumsosum Club was enter
and look them over.
J. H. SIMONTON. 275
Miss Hazel Mitchell, a teacher in
ALL
FASHIONABLE
COLORS tained Monday evening at the home of
M .frill St.. RtH'klanil.
153-tf
Santa
on
his
sled,
FRIENDSHIP
1853
1929
the Orange. N. J., schools, is at home
FOR SALE—Or to let— Small house situated
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Kennedy (Cassie ELASTICITY TO FIT ALL LEGS Mrs. Marion Richards. The distribu
It's
the
BEST
Christmas
food
for
your
table
—
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
op' highway between Rockland and Thom
tion of gifts from a prettily decorat
E. A. GL1DDEN & CO.
Wallace). of Portland are receiving
Mitchell
aston. You can pay in rent. FREDERICK U.
ed tree furnished much merriment.
a loaf of—
,
Waldobore
Rockland Highland!
WALTZ, 165 Broadway. Tel. 302-M. 153-153
Mrs. Alden Merrifield is spending congratulations on the recent birth of
The Community Christmas Tree
FOR SALE funs new milch, alio spring
the holidays with her daughter Mrs. a son.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS In
which stands in the square near Ho
CAMDEN
Mrs. Horace A. FlanderS was called
er's: 2 large Holstein new milch, one yoke
Frederick Randlett in Milton. Mass.
STONE
6Stf
tel Rockport presents a very attract
of Durham steers. E. W. CRAMER. Wash
Myron
S.
Pendleton.
71.
died
early
to
Portland
last
week
due
to
a
serious
Miss Edith Keller is at home with
ington. Me.
153-155
ive appearance with its numerous
Tune in on WCSH 6.30 to 7.00 Every Night (Except Sunday) for
her parents for the vacation from turn in the illness of iter son Clifton Sunday morning at tiie Community colored lights and beautiful star shin
FOR 8ALB- One young black horse, four
Thompson at tiie State Street Hospi Hospital following a short illness of
the
Golden
Heart
Concert
Program
”
Abbott Academy.
C.
M.
BURGE88,
Union.
Me.
'
sets
of
sleds.
The deceased ing from its topmost branches.
GLOBE LAUNDRY
153*135
Tvl 17-3.
Mr. and Mrs. George Dowlin are tal. Air. Thompson was injured by double pneumonia.
Harold Buzzell \vho has employ
was
born
at
Islesboro
but
spent
the
Portland,
Maine
leaving today for Portland where some metal falling against him at his
FDR 8ALB—Baby’s sleluli. used (inly one
greater part of ills life in Camden. ment at the Bath Iron Works was at
QUALITY WORK
I season. MRS. E. C. MORAN, Jr., 23 Cheatthey will be guests of their daugh place of employment.
home for the weekend.
He
is
survived
by
one
brother.
Mau

i
inf
St. Tel. 161.
153-tf
Frank Poland has gone to New
PARCEL DELIVERY SERVICE
ter Mrs. John Flye on the holiday.
rice of I’nion City. X. J., and a sister.
FDR SALE—Fitted wood $2 ft., curd $14 :
I* MP
Mrs. Marian Orne who has been York for tlte winter.
Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106-R sawed wood $1.75 ft., cord $13. ALBERT
Mrs. Alason E. Wotton has re Airs. Thaddeus Babbidge of Sanford.
visiting Mrs. William Newbert a few
WARREN
! DAVIS. Tel. 912-R._________________ 132*154
The funeral will be held this Tuesday
69-70
days, has returned to her home in turned from a visit in Dedham with
Fred V. Overlook of East Warren !
FDR SALE Farms, large and small, also
afternoon at 2 o'clock from the Elm
her daughter Airs. Nellie Brazier.
Pleasant Point.
*
.
shore property. M. R. MILLER, East Union,
L. C. Morton is visiting relatives in street residence of his niece. Mrs. is home front Orono for the Christmas
J
Me
Tel. 18-32._____________________ 152*154
Alfred M. Strout, law student, and
—
■ ------------------ --------------------------------------------------------- -------------------- .
Emily Jagels. Rev. Ernest AI. Holman vacation: Mis® Beulah Starrett is also ,
‘"Those not absent nor tani.v for < J
William Manning from Harvard Col Boston and New York.
FDR HALE- 32 White Rock pullets, laying,
officiating
and
interment
will
be
in
Miss Mary Gay is home front The
with cockerel not related. Extra fine birds,
lege. Miss Katherine Stevenson. Hart
the Mountain Street cemetery.
beat of stock. $60 for lot. DR. SHERMAN,
ford, Conn.. Miss Janet Leighton of Hedges. Norton. Mass., to spend the
fall
term
of
14
weeks
at
Malcolm
CorI
i
Rockland Tel. 598-W._______________ 132*154
Miss
Ruth
Young
is
home
from
V.
holidays with her parents. Air. and
West Springfield, Miss Edith Wilson.
of AI. to spend tiie holidays with her ner sclfool are Winona Hobinson, M
ROCKLAND DIVISION
FDR SALE Violin, ’cello, saxophone, flute,
Airs. H. L. Bossa.
Malden, Roger Kalloch from Uni
Frances Moore. Clyde Saunders. Willis £>
! I trombone, viola, guitar, piccolo, drum and
The Aspinet, Capt. Almon Wallace, parents. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Young
; traps. TEL. Thomaston 105-11.
152-154
versity of Maine. Margaret Hanley,
Adams,
Bowdoin
Miller,
Chesley
Jf
Miss
Louise
Dyer
of
Colby
College
made a trip to Portland with lob
Belmont. Joel Miller and Paul Sim
’
FDR SALE— Mahogany cabinet Brunswick
sters last week. Ernest Burns ac is visiting her mother. Mrs. Ada R. Adams. Sulo lives. Russell Smith. M
I tatking machine in perfect* condition with 80
mons, Wentworth School of Account companied Capt. Wallace.
N'ot absent and tardy only one day. j
Dyer.
' records. $35, machine cost $100. An Ideal
ing. Boston, are vacation guests in
Miss Gladys Clark leaves today for Phyiis Perry. Corydon Adams, Ber- i ST
1 Christmas gift, TEL, 518-M._________ 131-tf
Burnham and Alorrills elant factory
town.
tha
McIntire.
Willis
Bosgs.
Howard
|
Saco
to
spend
a
week
with
her
sister.
closed Dec. 13.
I 1
FOR SALE—Five Boston terrier pups, 3
Miss Tillotson’s talk for the benefit
Martin.
Winners
in
the
spelling
con
Airs.
Robert
Campbell.
r 1 iiifuiilis old, good markings.
R. H. PEASE.
Jonas 'Lindsey is visiting his
of the Girl Scouts Friday evening daughter Mrs. Floyd Simmons.
I
154*156
Miss Minnie Tibbetts of Braintree,, test at this school were: 4th grade.
gave opportunity to listen to a
'
JoR SALE—Hard wood junks, staves, slabs'
There will be no more moving pic Mass., is visiting her brother, Frank Winona Robinson; 3d grade, a tie be
' and kindling wood delivered. B. A. OXTON.
speaker who knew whereof she spoke. tures at the Playhouse until fur M. Tibbetts.
tween Annette Haskell and Carl
Tel 203-4. »_______________________131*136
It gave the Girl Scouts a knowledge rier notice. The management is very
Miss Ethel Armstrong of East Perry.
’
FDR SALE—Christmas tfees, very best, 35c
of Hawaiian life they might not sorry to make this announcement but Hartford. Conn., is spending the holi
The Wednesday evening prayer
I and 304-. JEROME FRYE, 9 Sweetland St.
otherwise have received. The Girl due to the additional cost of the talk days at her camp at Hosmer Pond.
service at the Baptist Church will
[ Td 163.____________________________ 130-154
Scouts helped in the program with ing pictures and the small attendance,
Miss Ruth Thomas, teacher of mu be omitted this week.
*
FDR SALE—Wonderful trade In a safe
songs.
Mr. and Mrs« Maynard Waltz ar
it is necessary to close the theatre sic in the Saco schools, is spending a
I suitable for office or store. 5IR.S EDITH A.
Monday evening’s Christmas tree during the winter months. The ladies week with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. rived Saturday evening from South
» H^’KS, 84 Talbot Ave. Tel. 988.
149-tf
brought together at the Baptist ves who have started the green Emrylite Frank H. Thomas.
FDR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14 cord de
Paris to spend the holiday with rela
try the largest number seen for many set of dishes will have the pleasure
livered. Leave orders at 500 Main fit., RockJohn Annis of Stonington is visit tive-* here.
l.i«tl
Tel. 682-W or K. SALMINEN, West
years. The program was presented of completing their sets when the ing his brother Fred B. Annis.
Walter Perry is home from Port
Roi kport.___________________________ 144*155
by the junior and primary depart theatre reopens in the early spring.
Alvin Jagels is home from U. of M. land where he attends school.
fro It SALE—Hard wood, fitted, »1« ; long,
ments. those taking part being warm
Aliss Irene Morton of Kent's Hill is to spend the hdTWays with his mother,
$19; junks. $12: slabs fitted $8; also lumber
MP liP
ly commended. Santa Claus and his spending the holiday recess with her Mrs. Emily B. Jagels.
dtllrcred.
T. J. CARROLL.
TeL 263-21.
HOPE
gifts aroused much excitement and (pother Mrs. Eudariila Alorton.
Albert Wilson leaves today for
D. Thomaston._____________________ 145-tf
the children were happy to be raised
Miss Callie Payson of the Payson
kowhegan to visit his daughter, Mrs.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
M? t*
Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St Mall ordera
chool was last term winner of the
Inga Dyer.
on high by him. It is wonderful how
Everett L. Spear &- Co. has first
solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.________ 145-tf
Fyank Thomas is home from the prize offered for the high mark in
children draw people together.
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards all thickpolling.
Miss Gladys Seavey, senior in the quality 1»4 inch spruce laths at *6.50 Northeastern University. Boston to
per thousand for all orders taken be spend Christmas with his parents.
Friends of Mrs. Ned Payson regret
Thomaston High School, has gone
fore December 31st. A good chance Town Manager and Mrs. Herbert that she will not he able to join her
to her home in Pleasant Point for the to stock up.—adv.
153-154
____________________________________ __________________________________________ ________
I>. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 145-tf
Thomas.
family circle in the Christmas fes
vacation. Twenty other students are
INSIST ON
Sherman Mitchell of Oxford Col tivities. She is recovering at Knox
enjoying a rest at their homes.
lege. Cambridge. Mass., is visiting Mr. Hospital where a broken hip has con
To Let
Miss Hilda George whose coming
EAST FRIENDSHIP
FROM
Fully Meated
and Mrs. S. N. Butler, Sea street.
fined her for several weeks, and
was mentioned previously is the guest
“l LET Storage for cars $2 mouth.
Airs. Alfred Orne and children of
Miss
Ruth
Young
is
home
from
ho|>es to return home soon.
OREGON Finest Flavor
MIKE ARMATA. Park Theatre Bldg. 151-156
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald George.
Per Lb.
Pleasant Point spent last week with Colby College visiting her parents.
The canning factory closed for a
Miss Rowena Bartlett is spending her sister. Airs. A. L. Burns.
TO LET Whole or Qari of 10 room and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Young.
bath
flat over 'Vogue, corner Park and Main
few days giving all a chance to finish
her vacation at Hampden.
Lewis Delano and Mrs. Ethel Vose
Sts.
( HABLES S. GROTTON, 4 Park St.
.Miss
Alice
Richards
of
Auburn
is
their Christmas shopping and see
Mrs. Aurelia Collamore who was and daughter June were in Thomas
____________________________________
154-156
PURE FRUIT FLAVORS
the guest of her sister. Miss Grace the out of town sights.
operated upon at Knox Hosp tai Sun ton Sunday.
TD LET—Furnished bungalow, 3 rooms,
Richards.
R.
N..
Spruce
street.
The snow, rain and ice storm of
day is resting comfortably and has
with modern Improvements, $25 month. Call
AIi>s Irene Alorton of the village
The funeral of the late Fred Reeves last week did more or less damage
the wishes of her friends for a quick
at 26 SHAW AVE.____________________ 134-tf
spent Saturday with her grandpar was held Sunday afternoon from the
Nation
Wide
Mixture
to trees, shrubs and telephone poles.
recovery.
TD LET Five room furnished apartment
ents. Mr. and Airs. A. W. Alorton. home of his daughter, Mrs. John Nel
But the road conditions are fairly
The annual business meeting of the
with furnace, gas stove, kitchen range, piano,
Wadsworth Point.
Very
Nice
p
2P
Lb.
$7.50
per week. V. F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1080.
son
at
Millville.
Besides
Mrs.
Nel

Congregational Society takes place
good. Autos are in use and we find
Air. and Airs. Albert Hussey went son he is survived by another daugh ourselves much letter off than many
______________________________________ 132-tf
Jan. 3 with election of officers and
to Rockland Alonday where they will ter. Mrs. John Fossett of Boston. The other communities.
TD LlTT -At 80 Camden St., garage 30x30
financial matters acted upon.
with 10x18 annex: heat and lights. Would
Christmas services at the Federated pass the winter with their daughter, deceased was 69 years of age. Inter
The postoffice did a rushing busi
make
a nice repair shop. F. S. SHERMAN.
No.iCan
SPLENDID
ment was in the Mountain street ness this week. Everybody keeping
Baptist and Methodist churches Airs. Robert Luderson.
39
132-tf
ffl
Airs.
Bertha
Orne
of
Pleasant
9
Lb.
cemetery.
which called together good congrega
busy receiving and delivering gifts
To LET—Furnished apartment of 5 rooms.
Point
visited
Wednesday
with
Airs.
Mrs.
Alice
Baker
is
confined
to
the
L
H
•
ROBERT COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
tions who were presented by the pas
and greetings. Route Carrier Albert
148-tf
house with a broken wrist, the result Pease is doing especially good work
tors with messages of the season. II. J. Marshall.
Kenneth
Marshall
is
confined
to
the
of
a
fall
on
the
ice
in
front
of
her
TO LET—Five loom unfurnished rent, mod
The Christmas hymns written for the
and is much appreciated.
BUFFALO
Per Lb.
ern improvements. Inquire 12 ELM ST.
centuries were sung, solos, duets and house with a lame foot which he hurt residence.
M? MP
OCEAN SPRAY TaU Ca>
147-tf
PEANUT BUTTEK
BUTTER
The regular meeting of the Sea
quartets being interspersed with the Saturday night while working at the
TO LET—Well furnished, partially heated
APPLETON RIDGE
side Chapter. O.E.S.. was held last
hymns. “The Christ of the Crowded Thomaston Garage.
apartment of 3 rooms and toilet, $28 month.
Air. and Airs. A. G. Jameson and evening.
School closed Friday for one week's
Ways,’’ at the evening Baptist service
CANS
Inqutre 12 KNOX ST., Rockland. Tel. 578-W.
vacation.
_____________________________________ 143-tf
interested the many who attended. son- were in Rockland Saturday.
Air.
and
Airs.
C.
D.
Alurphv
of
the
\V.
M.
Xewbert
lias
traded
his
The actors were from childhood to
TD LET—Seven room house with or with
Per
Cun
village
visited
relatives
in
this
place
Chevrolet
touring
ear
for
a
later
out
garage, situated between Main and Union
middle life who recited their lines
Sts.
Bath mom, electric lights, gas stove,
Sunday.
WALDOBORO
model.
well and acted each part with credit.
window shades, windo wscreens In season.
The children arc having a vacation
Mrs. Nina Goucher is in Auburn
Mrs. Ethel Moody, sons Nelson and
Mrs. Kilborn. Mrs. Singer and Miss
NELSON B. COBB, Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
Warren and Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley
'_____________________________________ 142-tf
Moore who have labored diligently from school. They are enjoying the where she will remain for a month.
MULL-LESS
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Riley and son were in Rockland recently.
for several weeks may well be satis time sliding aud looking forward to
TD LET—Five room apartment, furnished,
Colds
pre
quite
.prevalent
here

Santa
Claus
coming.
■Stephen
of
Attleboro.
Mass.,
are
holi
all modern conveniences. Call at THE ELMS,
fied with the result.
12
Elm St.___________________________ 140-tf
abouts.
Mrs.
Blanche
Ilrown.
Muriel
A'iolct Vose gave a party Saturday days guests of Stephen A. Jones.
Part of the crew on the Knox Me
DOROTHY
STUFFED
TD LET—House of six rooms, fine cellar,
George A. Kuhn is at home from Bobbins and Marte Berry have re
morial have been laid off to await to a company of friends. The after
RICH
toilet, electricity, gas and furnace: extra
quired the services of a physician re
the installation of heaters so that noon was pleasantly spent with Pottstown. Pa., for the holiday reee
and PLAIN
large veranda. Newly papered and painted
Mrs. I. S. Bailey has been the guest cently but all are now improving
IIAhD DIPPED
IPPED
plastering may done, the extreme cold games and tricks. ^Refreshments
throughout. Large yard. Adults only. 22 T
Mrs.
Haile
Berry.
Xorman
Perry
were served. Those present were of Mrs. Horace Slorse in Bath.
STREET, Rockland.___________________ 139-tf
making risk of freezing.
Mrs. Thomas Ashworth and Miss and Julia Brown were in Rockland
Albert Elliot is down from Bos Helen and Constance Simmons, AladeTO LET—House at 38 Mechanic S. In
Saturday.
•
quire
MRS. W. S. KENN1STON, 176 Main St.
line. Beatrice and Carleen Miller, iMargaret Ashworth, who are passing
ton for a few days of Christmas joy.
One
Pound
Tel.
874-W.___________________________ 139-tf
A
Christinas
entertainment
was
Mrs. Helen Smith who went to Louise Burns, Eileen Havener, Mary the winter in St. Job ns bury, Yt., are
TD LET—Apartment in Bicknell block.
held at the Ridge School Friday eve
now at their homo here.
Portland for an operation upon her Packard, Auto and Barbara Cutler.
Apply MRS. B. B. SMITH, 76 Lincoln St.
Mrs. Florence Shuman is the guest ning with good attendance and Old
eyes has left the hospital and is stay
i
TeL
264______________________________ 134-tf
MP
Santa made a pleasant task of dis
of her sister in Buxton this week
ing at the Columbia hotel. She is
TD LET—Grocerv store In Thomaston, $25
tributing
the
many
presents.
The
Miss Julia Kaler is passing the holi
PORT- CLYDE
recovering from the operation satis
month. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St. TeL
HLb.
\
At the grammar school this pro days in New York, guest of Mr. an.l following program was well given:
luku.
_____ 138-tf
factorily.
Music:
A
Greeting.
Julia
Brown:
gram was. presented Friday: •Wel Mrs. C. Sherman Keene and Miss
Scripture
reading,
teacher.
Lucy
T.
come, Maynard Thompson; Christ Faye M. Keene.
Green Street School Program
Miscellaneous
CINNAMON
The Woman’s Club will hold the Moody: prayer. Rev. Ardaie Cross;
A pleasing Christmas entertain mas Story, Enid Maloney: carol,
BOSTON TAIIX1RS—Suit made to order
The
First
Christmas,
Eleanor
Fuller;
GINGER
from $25 up.
Ladles’ or Men’s clothing
ment was given by Grade IV. of school; Christmas Bells> Barbara next meeting at the residence of Mr. A Song of Christmas Cheer, Leroy
i cleaned, pressed, repaired or dyed. Suit
PEPPER
Green Street school Friday afternoon. Thompson: ‘‘I’ll Take What Santa and Mrs. John H. Lovell when the Gardner; The First, Walter Fuller:
1
2Oz.
pressed
75c.
All
work guaranteed. 492 MAIN
The program: Song. Silent Night, Brings.” Lewis Thompson; carol, members will have the privilege of Presents, Big and Small, Robert
St. Tel. 8390. Open evenings.
145-tf
SAGE
school; recitations: Christmas Greet school; ‘‘Somebody’s Working for listening to an address by Mr. Lov
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES
Warner; Jolly old St. Nicholas, 1st
ell.
NUTMEG
ings To You, Iva Henry; Santa’s Somebody.” Edith Anthony; “God
and estates. up-to-date property, In the gar
I. S. Bailey has joined Mrs. Bailey and 2d grades; Writing to Santa. J
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
Whiskers, Helmi Johnson; December, Bless Us Everyone,” Elizabeth Coffin;
Pantomime. Ernestine Fuller; A
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
Alpheus ’McLain:
song. Gather carol, school. It was regrettable that nt J. T. Gay’s where they will remain Christmas Sherlock Holmes, Arnold
fast. Me.___________________________ _145-tt
until
the
first
of
January.
Around the Christmas Tree, school; so many have been absent on account
Pitman;
Why
We
Sing,
Ernestine
of
whooping
cough.
Christmas
post

LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your Stws «nu
Mr. and Mrs. George Piper have
recitations: Sharing Christmas Joys,
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK St.
Fuller: music; 'Who's Sick. Playlet; ■
Catherine Chandler: Old Santa. Vallie ers were made by Howard Lowell. been in Lawrence, Mass.
Tel. KH»._______ ._____________________ 145-tf
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Simmons have Tiie Little Cliristmas Tree, Harold '
MacLaughlin: A Greater Joy. Donald Calvin Pease and Albert Stone. The
WHEN IN BOSTON- Remember that you
Brown: What Can We Give Him,
Smith; Beware. John McLain: Pop sixth grade have started a sand table. returned from Portland.
,
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
project.
Miss Marcia Blaney was hostess at Lower Grades: Orders by Radio,
the home news, at the Old South News Agency,
Corn Song. Russell Young. Lewis —Hiawatha the• first
• • •
the meeting of the Auction Club Fri Lindley Warner: Bethlehem's Star,
Washington St., next Old South Church.
Talbbutt. Estelle Moore. Vallie MaeBon.
Primary School Program
( day evening. Mrs. Annie Thompson Dorothy Fuller: Mary Pearl, Marie
Laughlin. Arthur Upham. Catherine
Perry; A Scheming Pussy, Eleanor
had
the
highest
score.
Song.
"Sing
a
Song
For
Santa
Chandler; Recitations: To Bethle
The stately elms, which make the Fuller: Welcome for the Christ Child.
No. 3 Can
hem. Rose Tuttle: A Yule-Tide Song, Claus." school; "A Little Wish."
1 pper Grades; The Baby Jesus. Julia
Earle Maxey; Christmas, Ruth But Eleanor Tracy; "A Christmas Di local streets so beautiful in summer Brown: music; A Closing Speech,
were
badly
damaged
by
the
recent
ler; Christ Is 'Born. Frederick Elwell; lemma." Marguerite Stone; exercise.
Ernestine Fuller.
Per Pkg.
song, From the Starry Heavens High, "Christmas," Junior Davis, Clayton sleet storm. This was especially no
Mrs. Ethel Moody and Mrs. Gert
ticeable on Main street where the
school: recitations: With Santa. Ro Pease. Albert Watts, Verena Davis.
rude
Moody
and
son
attended
the
trees
have
always
attracted
admiring
land Hahn; Estelle Moore; songs, Shirley Teel. Winston Pease. Milton
attention from the tourists on the Christmas entertainment and tree at
E”™
1 Lb. Can
THE NEW
Candles, Christmas Eve, school: reci 'Feel, Jack Crouse and Shannon Cush Atlantic Highway.
Burkettville school Friday afternoon. !
tations: December. Glenna Fickett; man; recitations, “December." Jose
Christmas
trees
laden
with
gifts
"If” Bernard
Santa. Thelma Heidi; Howard Ander phine Thompson;
’, tb. Pkg.
and pleasing programs by the pupils
NOT A BAD IDEA
son: The Best Month of All. Joseph Cushman; “Sing a Song For Santa."
featured the closing day of the
McGuire; song. O Little Town of aek Crouse: song, “Santa. We’ll Be
A conference will be held at the!
Good," school; “Dblly’a Christmas." schools in town. Sessions will be re
Bethlehem, school.
•timed next Monday.
“Santa. The Third,” was presented Shirley Teel; "A Lady Santa Claus."
State House next Monday by the re
{OllNHAK's
"An Impatient
by members of the fourth grade, in Virginia Condon;
cess committee, appointed by the!
last Legislature, to revise the fish- !
troducing
Santa
Claus,
Russell Waiter." William Davis; "A Christ
Young: Miss Sniffles. Santa’s secre mas Lullaby.” Pauline Thompson:
ing laws of Maine. A call authorized
tary. Estelle Mooye; Santa the Third, recitation. Margaret Crouse: exercise.
by J. Sherman Douglas of Lamoine, |
Santa’s grandson. Vernon Moody; "The Christmas Spirit.” Marguerite
the chairman, was issued yesterday
Rag Doll, Helmi Johnson: Wooden Stone. Verena Davis, Virginia Con
by Harvey R. Pease, the committee i
clerk.
Soldier. Lewis Tabbutt; Jocko, a don and Helen Anthony; ‘‘Merry
Jack-in-the-Box. Frank Richards; Christmas Day." Shannon Cushman:
Many conferences have been held
Sailor Doll. Arthur Upham; Brownies, exercise, "What Means Christmas."
with sportsmen and representatives
Verena Davis and Agnes Davis; reci
Catherine Chandler. Iva Henry.
of fish and game associations by
Miss Ruth Lermond. teacher, re tation, Russell Cook: recitation. "De
members of the committee the past
Installed In Your Home
ports these pupils not absent nor cember.” Josephine Thompson; song,
six months. Data thus gathered will
tardy since school began: Ruth “Santa’s Coming.” school.
be discussed and preliminary action
Butler, Vallie MacLaughlin. John Mc
taken at the Augusta conference.
MP MP
Pkg.
Lain, Estelle Moore. Frank Richards,
A tentative bill may be drawn on
Your rug problems can be settled
Donald Smith and Franklin Smith.
which a public hearing might he held
with satisfaction guaranteed by call
early next year.
The committee
I* MP
ing The People’s Laundry, Limerock
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that you street, Tel. 170. We shampoo your
aims to simplify the fishing laws,
ran buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, with
632 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
.•l iking the regulaiions as general a
Hie home new*. nt IT.dallnu’-i \fw•< Agency. rugs and reiurn them promptly, like
feSiSlSlSlSiSiSiSASiSiSi^SciJiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiaSiaSiSiSiSi
153-155
possible, and easily updcrstnpdnb]e,
::»s West p»ili street.

Golden Heart Bread

u

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

wets

WEEK OF DECEMBER

TO DECEMBER 38 «

SSSS

WALNUTS
Mixed Nuts

Ribbon
Candy

a?

28:

ROYAL
o
FRUIT
/ Pkgs.
GELATINE

LITTLE BUSTER

IUSSES £0

Pop Corn MINCE MEAT 29c |
x
CRANBERRY 9^c
SAUCE

Z5

Pineapple
Candy

Chocolates

49c
SPICES

Grape Fruit

An

JUICE

OLIVES^
Per Bottle 9C

THREE

Cream
Tartar R||<

Vanilla

COFFEE

NATION WIDE
BRAND

Cliquot Club Ginger Ale
SPLENDID PUMPKIN
BELL’S SEASONING
Thompson’s
Chocolate
CITRON

DUNHAM’S

Our Advertising
Columns Are
the

Merchant’s
Show Windows

COCOANUT

Per
Lb.

2

w

1®^
S8
47C
13®

Per Package

COCOANUT

Lakeshire Cheese

WE WISH YOU A MERRY CHRISTMAS

12'

Z3

Here and See

Minuet Model Amrad
RADIO
$185.

E. 0. PHILBROOK
& SON

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, December 24,1929

Eve:-’ Cther Day

OUR ANNUAL
In ailililimi to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department eape1 iallv desires Information of soelal happenings,
parties. Iiiusieals. etc. Notes sent by mull or
I, h phone will he gladly received.

January

TELEPHONE ..................................................... 770

Coat Sale

Mr. and Mrs. David H. Buffum who
have been in Washlugfton, D.
for
several weeks arrived Saturday to
spend the holiday season with Mr.
and Mrs. 11. A. I’.uffum. Grove street.
Mrs. Arthur L. Foster lias arrived also
from New York to Join the family.

STARTS THURSDAY

Airs. F. <t. Reach entertained her
Sunday School class Friday evening
at her home. Warren street. Games
and piano music made the evening
pass pleasantly. Chasing the penny
caused much merriment. There was
a Christmas tree which yielded its
fruit in the way of a bag of pop-corn
and candy and a present for each
child.
Those present were Ruth
Marston. Charlotte 'Mattatall. Shir
ley Stickney. Marie Thistle. Virginia
Gray anil Madeline ltawley.

December

Mrs. Carl Libby and children of
Brooklyn, are spending the holidays
with Mrs. Libby's parents, Capt. and
Mrs. Chester at Owl's Head.

.Miss Julin Young who teaches in
Braintree, Mass.; and Harland Young,
who is attending the Cranston High
School, in Providence were in this
city Saturday enroute for their homes
at Matinicus.

$29.50

11 Coats (reg. $59)

39.50

40 Coats (reg. $30)

16.50

19 Coats (reg. 18.50)

10.00

10 Coats (reg. $45)

25.00

7 Coats (reg. $25)

13.98

Buy Now
dresses - coats- millinery
SPOR.TWEAR - HOSIERY

Oliver W. Rollins is home from Bos
ton spending the Christmas holidays
with hls parents at their James street
home.
Miss Edna Harris, registered nurse
i : Portland and Miss Ethel Burke of
l.vnn. arc guest® of Mrs. Myron Rol
lins, James street, over the holidays.

Carl Thurston home front the Uni
versity of Maine for the Christmas
recess is the guest of his grandfather
in North Haven for the week.
Mrs. Melinda Gregory Hall who
makes her home with 'Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Sherer. Spruce stjjpet. is im
proving after a severe illness.
Mrs. A. 1'. Bird arrived from NewYork Saturday and is the guest of
Mrs. E. S. Bird. Broadwaj for the
holidays.
i
Robert Tweedie who is employed in
Brooklyn, is home for Christmas. Ills
1 rother. Charles Tweedie of the Uni
versity of Maine is also home for thr
Christmas recess.

Miss
Editli Wilson of
Malden.
Mass..
is the guest of relatives in
Thomaston and Rockland for the holi
day season.
Miss Helen Perry arrived from NewYork Saturday to spend Christmas
with her father. J. C. Perry.

Miss Frances Snow, who is em
ployed as secretary In tile biology de
partment at Tufts College, arrives
home today to spend Christmas with
her parents. Commander and Mrs. C.
F. Snow, Talbot avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Rugg and
son Warren of Flushing. L. I.. N. Y..
arrive today to Ik- guests of Mrs.
Lei la Rose fi r the holidays,
i

Mr., and Mrs. Lloyd Collett of Ban
gor Wert- weekend guests of Mr. and
.Mrrs. L. E. Blackington.

S
&
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A Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year
f£To each of those whose good will and pat
ronage we have enjoyed during the past year,
we extend a sincere line of thanks, together
with our heartiest good wishes for a Happy
Holiday Season, and a New Year of great
prosperity.

*CTo the many shoppers who have visited our
shop during the past week, we extend our
thanks, and our Hearty Christmas Greetings.

Miss Daurlce Plummer, home from
Winthrop, Mass., for the Christinas
vacation, is assisting at the Knox
Book Store this week.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

One of the prettiest parties of the
i season was the Christmas luncheon
and bridge of the Breakfast Bridge
Club tit (the home of Mrs. Harrison
F. llicks yesterday afternoon. The
spirit of Cliristmas was carried out
in the minutest details. Mrs. Hicks
atfractive home lending itself ideally
I to the occasion. The balustrade and
1 table in the entrance hull were banked
I witli pine tips, a picture of Santa
Claus being displayed in a conspicu
ous place, and the motto "Merry
Christmas," over the arch leading into
the parlors. In the parli/s and din
ing room pine tips, red carnations and
candles
were
used'
effectively.
Wreaths and limited candles in the
windows added to the beauty of the
scene.. There were nine tables, each
spread in white, with red satin ribbon
laid to form four squares. The cen
terpiece was red carnations, and
smnll baskets of red and. green can
dles were on each table. The menu
cleverly carried out tiie color scheme
of red and green. Holly and poinsettlas formed of gum drops, candied
fruits, etc., appeured in several fea
tures as decorations. The bridge cov
ers were in green, embroidered in red
worsted and green beads, with play
ing cards of red and green and Santa
; Claus score cards. As a favor each
| guest was presented with a box of
candied fruits from a Christmas tree
on the sun porch—a tree gorgeous
w ith its colored lights and gay deck
ings. The entire party reflected the
care and thought put in to it and gave
to the guests an afternoon of rare
pleasure.

MF MF
CLARK-MARSH

Mr. and Mrs. A. It. Marsh ol' Talbot
avenue announce the marriage of
' their
daughter.
Marion
Bunker
Marsh, to George W. Clark of Lisbon
Falls, which took place in Brunswick
; Friday, Rev. D. P. Pelley officiating,
i Tiie bride is a graduate of Rock'and
High School, class of 1925. attended
the New* England" Conservatory of
Music for a year, later graduating
from the American Institute of Nor
mal Methods at Ixisell Seminary. In
her capacity as music supervisor alp
has held responsible positions at Lu
bec and Eastport, and Lisbon Kwfl-. ,
She is a member of the Rubinstein
Club and has been a valuable asset
to local musical activities through
her talent as pianist. Mr. Clark is
employed as an electrician in one of
| the mills at Lisbon Falls.
The couple are expected to arrive
■ today at the bride's home, where
scores of congratulations are await
ing them despite the fact that a I
; clever mar^-h was stolen on their |
I friends.
MF MF
'
NORTH HAVEN
Mrs. E. L. Dyer is spending
■Christmas with her mother, Mrs.
Alvin S. Crockett in Lincolnville.

j

.
I,
1

---------------------------------------- ,---------------

The Shakespeare Society i.s_ to
John Befrj'hfrives today front New
i York to spend Christmas with his have a lecture by Prof. Cecil A. Rol
father, J. C. Perry, North Main street. lins of Colby College on "The Ameri
can Drama Since 1900.” The lecture
Mr. and Mrs. I. Le-die Cross left is to ihclude all members of the so
yesterday to be gues-ts l'or Christmas ciety, the alumnae, the honorary
(husbands)
and other
of their daughter. Mrs. Percy Merri members
guests, and is to be at the Copper
field. in Somerville. Mass.
Rettle Monday evening. Dec. 30, at
Mr. and Mrs. 'Frank Maxcv are 7.30.
guests of relatives in Brighton, Mas®.,
George Adams, who teaches in Dex
for the holiday season.
ter, arrived home Thursday for tiie
Miss Hilda George who has been in j Christmas vacation.
New Jersey for some time, is guest
Wilbur M. Frohock, Brown Uni
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald George,
Tlioinasiton. for the holidays.
, versity. is spending the holidays with
his parents. Dr. and Mrs. H. W. Fro
Mr. and Mrs. William 1‘. Kelley and hock.
children are spending Christmas at
Mrs. Lizzie Boyles. Granite street
Mrs-. Rl ley’s former home in Bos
ton. New Year's will Ik- s|»ent e-t Mr. leaves today Tuesday for Cambridge
Kelley's t Id home in Yurmouthport, Mass., to be the guest of lu-r son By
ron Boyles over tiie holidays.
“down on tin*Gape."

Miss Iaiura Small of Portland ar
rives today to spend Christmas with
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Small at The Highlands.
Mrs. W. F. GIbver of Allston. Mass.,
arrived Saturday to spend Christmas
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
Hemenway.

Miss Margaret Johnson arrived
home Friday night from Farming-ton
Normal School to spend the Christ
mas vacatoin.
Elmer Rising is home from the
School of Practical Arts for the holi
days.

Mif-s Helen Leach of Boston Uni
versity and Ruth Leach of Sea Pines
School, Brewster, Mass., arc spend
ing the Cliristmas vacation witli
•their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vesper
A. Leach.
Mrs. Oscar E. Blackington left yes
terday for 'Waterville to spend the
Cliristmas season as guest of her son,
Carl A. Blackington and fami y.
There she will he joined by her
daughter. Mrs. Edward Lancaster of
New Britain, Cohn.

Mrs. Roland Scuvcy who has been
James Age- is in.me from Harvard
the gue t of her parents, Mr. and
for the holidays.
Mrs. Raymond Robishaw, has re
Additional arrivals for the Christ turned to New Yt rk.
mas holidays include Margaret HelMrs. Minnie Cobb left this morning
lier. from Wheaton College: Norman
Waldron, from Bowdoin; Mary Bird, for a fortnight's *vaqation trip to
frt m Gorham Normal chool: and Manchester, N. II., Boston and Provi
Alice Hellier, from Bates. .Miss Mar dence.
garet Hellier stopped in Brunswick
Mr. and .Mrs. W. B. Foster, who
to attend one of the Bowdoin College
have been calling upon Rockland
house parties.
friends while visiting their old home
Mis’ Celia Rosenbloom is home in Thomaston, have returned to Ips
from Providence for tiie holidays, wich, Mass. The former editor of
the guest of her brother-in-law. Hill the Thomaston Herald is now in
charge of a summer estate in Center
N. Dane.
Harbor, N. H.. and waxing happy and
Henry A. Howard leaves Thursday rugged on life in the open.
for St. Petersburg. Fla., to si»cnd the
Miss Eleanor Tibbetts is spending
winter.
Christmas with her mother In Old
Miss Evelyn Pitts entertained tiie Town.
N.S.W. Club with a joke Christmas
Bruce ltced is home front Unitree at her Imine on Crescent street
versity of Maine.
Wednesday evening.

|.

SWAN'S ISLAND

MF MF
of course these are prosperous
times, else how in the world could
I almost everybody have a few thou
sand dollars to lose bucking Wall
Street?—Leesburg (Fla.) Commer

Members of the Mcthebescc club
E. Mont I’erry lias returned from
are invited to be guests of the Rubin
a short visit in Vinalhaven.
stein Club at the annual homecomers’
program Friday afternoon at the
AI the meeting of the Rubinstein Congregational vestry at 2J5 o'clock.
Club Friday afternoon a delightful
program on tile Yuletide was present
J. A. Emmons is very ill at his
ed by Miss Alice Erskine, whose in home at The Highlands.
teresting paper on "Sacred Hymns”
was illustrated by these musical
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Giroux and
numbers:
daughter Betty Lee of Waterville are
Enrols The First Nowell
guests of Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie,
Silent Night. Holy Night
North Main street, for Christmas
Rubinstein IClub Chorus
Vocal duet -Christmas .a..................... Hlielley week.

Mrs. William W. Graves of Malden.
Mass, arrived ioday lb spend tiie
holiday season w ith her father. W. 1..
Blackingtbn. at The Highlands, and
Miss Lucy Marsh, Miss Eleanor Reed
will lie joined cn Christmas Day by Mezzo-soprano- Away in a Manger ............
.................................................... Martin Luther
Mr. Graves.
__

Mrs. W. M. Bennett of Boston is
visiting lu-r daughter Mrs. E. Stewart
Orlbeton in West Rockport over the
r...........-.............................. <irant-8chaefer^|1olidav

cial.

X

Whcat-in,
Mrs.
Almoml
Jcllison.
Mrs. la w ('unary will entcrtuln Mon

___
day evening.
Mrs. Forrest Stanley entertained
Mrs. I.ila Mouldcn is spending a few
the Whoopee Club Friday with dinner days in Pi rtland.
Miss Jsnnett Hart is home for
and cards, honors went to Mrs. Roy
Stanley, Mrs. Lew Conar.v, Mrs. Bert Christmas.

NOW
SHOWING

"MARRIAGE PLAYGROUND”
with

Mary Biian, Freder'c March
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Golden, Glowing
LAST TIMES TODAY

Enchanting Entertainment!

“THE RIVER”
with CHARLES FARREL

Throw Away the Book!
You don’t know a thing about mak
ing love until you\-e seen this zippy,
speedy, jazzy, thrilling picture of
youth triumphant!

P*OR yt ur enjoyment! The greatest
galaScy of Broadway stars ever
seen < r heard on the screen;
The
glorioun M try Eaton!
Tho riotous
Eddie Dan tor! The incomparable Rudy
X'alloe! The tragic-voiced Helen Mor
gan! In a -' upendous. brilliant musi
cal show personally supervised by

Campus Kisses—
Gridiron Battles!

i

I'lorenz

The Rubinstein Club holds its
Mrs. Ethel bee Hayden
special meeting for the homecomers
Soprano -Nazareth <.............................. Gounod
Friday afternoon at the Congrega
Mrs. Elsa ’Constantine
tional vestry at 2.15 o'clock. The Contralto The Virgin's Lullaby from "The
Coming of the .King" ...............Dudley Buck
program, in charge of Mrs. Gladys
Mrs. Hazel Atwood
Morgan, will present numbers by Vocal trio—Christmas
Song ................... Adam
Miss Adelaide Cross, soprano; Miss
Mrs. Constantine. Mrs. Mildred Havener,
Mrs. Atwood
Bertha 1. Luce, violinist; .Miss Ruth
Thomas. Miss Edna Gregory. Mrs. Soprano—A Christmas Song .... Horatio Talker
Mrs. Constantine
Charlotte Jackson. Miss Esther Ste Vocal duet -() Little Town of Bethlehem
venson. Miss Marian Marsh, pianists.
Woodman
_
Mrs. Constantine, Mrs. Atwood
The meeting is_ to __
be _
a “guest
day.'
-each n'lt-inbei- having the 'privilege'of j H’»“ H»rk'
sln,:
^inviting (ine guest, and will be eon- | T„
....... , ___ __
Tri addition to the above numbers,
lined wholly to nieVnbers and their
Mrs. Reta Robinson and Mrs. Nellie
SuestsMagune played as a piano duet “The
MS
Charge of the Chians" by Bobm.
The wise modern housewife shares Accompaniments were played by Mrs.
her burdens and lets The People's Nettie Averill und Mrs. Faith
Laundry, Tel. 170, do her family wash. Berry. The vestry in its decorations
rugs and quilts. The cost is low, the of evergreen trees and boughs,
service prompt. the work excellent. wreaths and poinselllns refiecled tin
Christmas season.

The big social event of tiie holiday
week in Belfast is the cabaret and
iiall on Christmas night in American
■Legion hall under Lhe direction of Mrs. Sumner C. Puttee who has many j
friends in Rockland. Music for the j
dance will lie furnished by the Flying
Cloud Orchestra of Bangor which is
beard in freqqfnt broadcasts over
WI.BZ.
MF MF
Everett L. Spear & Co. has first
quality l1^ inch spruce laths at $6.50
per thousand for all orders taken be
fore December Hlsl. A good chance
to stock up. adv,
153*154
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Romance,

song,

tainment!

College Love

FLORENZ ZIEGFELD’S •

“GLORIFYING THE
AMERICAN GIRL”

With

GEORGE LEWIS

Paramount's

DOROTHY COLLIER

All Talking-Singing
Dancing Romantic

ALSO

vwiiaaj

• Paul II. Wallis is in Palm Beach,
Fla., for the winter, attached to the
staff of The Breakers.
,

Ziegfeld!

dance and rollicking humor! Blended
into two hours of captivating emter-

Mrs. (Helen Wentworth^
Piano—Cliristmas in Montreal .......................

124-tf

M
y
y
y
y
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and

Mrs. Alden Merrifield of Thomas
ton is in Milton, Mass., to spend the
holiday season with her daughter
Mrs. Frederick Randlett (Roife Merri
field).

Miss Norma Hutchinson arrives to- 1
day from Saugus. Mass., to spenvl
Cliristmas with Iter mother. Mrs.
Ralph Lufkin, at The Highlands.

William Manning, a student at
Harvard College is spending the
Christmas recess with his mother,
Mrs.
Rafael Brunetto
(Adelyn
Bushnell) at Thomaston.

Pa^c Seven

ME *< *C ME *C *€ *€ *€
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Miss Louise Bickford, home from
New York to spend Christmas with
her parents, Dr. and Mrs. B. W. Bick
ford. recently sang two solos in Metropolltai Theatre, Boston, in tiie prol-opolilan Theatre. Boston, in the pro
gram given as a disabled actors'
benefit, the event being transmitted
through Radio Station WEAK of
1 New York. New Year's Eve Miss
Bickford will l>c guest prima donna
'at Strand Tljcatre, Portland, where
her singing will also be broadcast.
Jan. 17 she sings in the ball room of
the Ritt-Carleton. New York, and the
program will be broadcast by tiie
| Columbia system. In February Miss
i Bickford goes to Miami Beach and
Havana for two special appearances
; as prima donna.
Miss Jessie Rubinstein is home
from the Vesper George School of
Art for the Christmas vacation.

21 Coats (reg. $49)

Wallace Rent, a student of the It.
C. A. Radio institute of Boston, is
home for Christmas with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Rent, Gay street.

Ml '< ><

Musical Spectacle!
with

PARAMOUNT NEWS
Comedy

MARY EATON
EDDIE CANTOR
HELEN MORGAN
RUDY VALLEE

Vitaphone Act

A sincere and cordial wish
that yours may be
Tel. 409

A MERRY CHRISTMAS
Home of
Paramount
Pictures

THE HOUSE WITH PERFECT SOUND

EDDIE CANTO*

Scenes in
Dazzling Natural Color
Also
PRESENTATION ACT

SHOWS:
2.00, 6.30, 8.30

Talking Comedy

Shows 2, 6.30. 8 20

One of the

P»b’ix
Continuous
Theatres
Christmas Day
and Saturday
__
2.00 to 10.30
Tel. 8S2
HOME OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Reserved Seats Now On Sale For ithe Midnight Show, New Year’s
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Every-Other-Day

ME <

TALK OF THE TOWN
Zero early yesterday morning.
The Public Library will be closed
Christmas Day.

Capt. Henry Johnson has sold his
Dixie to New Bedford
parties.
scallop boat

Miss Alice Crockett, a former Rock
land compositor, is reported seriously i
ill at her home in Camden.
The regular meeting of the Wom
an's Association if the First Baptist
Church has been postponed to Jan.
1st. '

County Commissioner George W.
Gushie of Appleton is making his
home in Rockland for the balance of
the winter.
Comrades of the Way will meet in
the church at 7 o'clock instead of
Christmas Eve Take your flash
lights and dress warmly.
Stanley Gregory has added an at
tractive Hasher disp uy ele ’tric sign
to hi- picture framing establishment
at 471 Main street.

s here—the glad season of the year when hearts are starred—
the season when the feeling of good will becomes boundless. In com
memoration of this notable event the advertisers subscribing to the sup

Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
Thursday with supper at 6. followed
by the usual husiness session. There
will be no work in the afternoon.

CHRISTMAS

An especiaJly attractive Christmas
display at the Northend is that of
House-Sherman.
Inc..
combining
heavy ropes of evergreen with artis
tic lighting.

-w-

port of this page extend to each and every one the sincere and cordial
wishes for the good things—health, wealth and happiness. That's
their message to you.

GREETINGS

1 -ffl-

To Vinalhaven and return in 40
minutes, with important husiness
transacted meantime is the modern
method, as practiced the other day
by Alan L. Bird and Glenn A. Law
n-nee. Made possible of course by
tlie Curtiss Flying Service.
The Knox Marine Exchange has
been organized at Camden with a '
capital of $10,000, and common stock
at $100 par. John Bird is president
and treasurer and Ida L. Dyer is
e'erk. The object is to buy, sell and
manufacture boats and marine equip- ;
ntent.

CLARENCE F. JOY
6

&CWith full appreciation of the favors
accorded us the past season and a
wish for a Prosperous New Year.

ROCKLAND & ROCKPORT LIME
CORP.

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

Insurance

To its formidable list of memliers
the Knox County Sportsmen & Landowners’ Association Friday night add
ed 53 names. Considerable work was
outlined for the coming year, and
arrangements are living made to have
a speaker of statewide reputation ait
one of the early metings.

0

Rockland, Me.

The Lions Club, holding Its meeting
a (lay earlier than usual in order not
to collide with Christmas, is having
a "tree" of its own at the Hotel Bockland grill this noon. The toys and
o.her presents gathered therefrom
will be piesented to Miss Corbett for
distribution among poor children.
The current Issue of the Pratt Me
morial Methodist Messenger, edited
by ltev. Jesse Kendcrdine. shows a
1!) per cent increase In the average
attendance of Sunday School. The
average from April to September was
1 ti3 and from October to December
was 150, the average for nine months
being 117.

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

i

The season's greetings received by
this paper includes a card from Nor
man W. ’Lermond. the well known
Knox County naturalist who is doing
research work in the Harvard lab
oratory in Cambridge; and John Mee
han & Son. who have at Clark Island
a granite plant whiclt is a valuable
asset to Knox County.

^£Our Christmas Message
Cordial Good Wishes to
Friends and Patrons and
tion of the Many Favors
Us in the Past.

is one of
All Our
Apprecia
Accorded

CUTLER-COOK CO.

*<Our greetings of the season to all
of you; may Christmas, 1929, be
your happiest and others to follow
happier than this one.

*x[The F. J. Simonton Co. wishes to
take this opportunity to express their
appreciation to their customers and
friends for their liberal patronage this
year and wish you all a very

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

MERRY CHRISTMAS

There are various methods of pick
ing up pin money l'or Christmas, hut
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent, proprietor of
Rockland Commercial College, did not |
have .this in mind when she appre- 1
bended two escaped convicts some
weeks ago near Belfast. Tlie reward '
of $100 ($50 for each) has just been
paid to her by tlie State.

The catalogue of events in the 1
First Baptist Church this week in
clude-- annual Christmas tree prayer
meeting tonight at 7.15 and the meet
ing of the Browne Club Friday night with Mrs. Otto Diesler and Miss
Helen Fuller at Miss Fuller's home.
Talbot avenue. Watch night services
will he held Tuesday night, Dec. 31.

STRAND AND PARK THEATRES

Gulden Rod Chapter. O.E.S. is to
f.ave a Christmas party following the
meeting Friday night, with a joke
Christinas tree.
Each member is '
asked to take a joke gift so no one
will be omitted In the distribution by
Santa Claus. The party will take
place In the banquet hall and refresh- j
ments will be served. The usual 6 i
o’clock supper is to he omitted.

The Christmas decorations at the
First Baptist Church were both deco
rative and effective. The evergreen i
trees about the platform and over the
baptistry, and the holly wreaths |
draped with tlie pure white tinsel
gave a realistic appearance < f icicles,
the only note of color being the beau
tiful deep red. half-blown roses in
the basket on the communion table.
These flowers were given by Mr. and
Mrs. Charles H. Morey and son Cleve
land. in memory of their daughter.
Eleanor.
The Woman's Missionary Society of
the Littlefield Memorial Church has
elected these officers: President. Mrs.
I. G Perry: vice president. Mrs. Mar
garet Farnham: secretary. Mrs. E. AV.
Chaples: treasurer. Mrs. Charles
Atherton; work committee. Mrs.
Atherton. Mrs. Pettee. Mrs. Pipet,
airs. Ralph Conant. Mrs. Saunders.
Mrs. Staples: program committee,
Mrs. Randall. Mrs. Clarence Grav:
helper. Mrs. Herbert Keep: reading
contest committee. Mesdames Grover
and Knight.

Eleven members pf Volture 1024.
Party and Eight, were in a w reck at
Da ma risen'i.i Friday night, hut the
affair was not so serious as it might
sound to tlie uninitiated. In fact It
was mostly comedy’. Volture 763 was
1 ring reinstituted at Damariscotta,
and the ''wreck" was an initiation of
candidates—nine in this instance
ftrtind Cltef de Train B. W. Randall.
Grand Conductor Roy Decker Grand
Corrcspandenl Frank Elliott and
Grand Commit*. Voyageur Arthur
I awrenc.* were file State ofticia.s who
took par'. Oyster stew was served
The ride it.into in the ice storto was
a tougher traveling experience than
any tlie hoys had In France.
i

l£May a kindly Providence allow you
to share the good things of Christ
mas day throughout the forthcoming
fifty-two weeks of 1930.

The Season’s Greetings

EASTERN FURNITURE CO.

Rockland Amusement Company

ROBERTS & VEAZIE
Maurice Lovejoy, Prop.

a

CHRISTMAS

’COur best wishes for a joyous season

and happiness to come

CHISHOLM BROS.

<£We greet you this Christmas day
in the same spirit as of other years.
The community has been good to
us—and we hope that we have been
good to this community.

LIVINGSTON MANUFACTURING CO.
■

THURSTON OIL CO.
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